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The year 2013 will be special for the history of traditional Korean medicine. It

is the 400th anniversary of DongUiBoGam, which was authored by Doctor Heo

Jun and is widely acclaimed the best medical book in East Asia. 

A number of medical scholars had generated a variety of medical knowledge

and clinical experiences by the late 16th century in Asian region. However,

those had not been well organized and integrated to each other until

systematically integrated in the single and consistent medical book,

DongUiBoGam by Heo Jun. After its publication, DongUiBoGam has played the

role of a rudder in medical development throughout Asia. It provided

theoretical cornerstones for a medicine customized to the Korean

environment and people as well. Hence, it is our responsibility to remember

the masterpiece's value and meaning, and to share them with people over the

world in order to contribute to the advancement of human health.

Several classics of traditional Asian medical references have been translated

into English in the past. However, no medical reference has been published yet

that systematically combines overall medical knowledge and clinical

experience. As a result, for the purpose of introducing DongUiBoGam to the

world and helping people to read the core of both traditional Korean and East

Asian medicine easily, Korea Institute of Oriental Medicine is planning to

publish an English-translated DongUiBoGam in 2013 as part of the "Project

Celebrating the 400th Anniversary of DongUiBoGam" under the Ministry for

Health, Welfare and Family Affairs.

As a preliminary step toward publishing a complete translation of

DongUiBoGam, we have first published "How to Read DongUiBoGam Easily,"

which is an introductory guide to the medical book.

DongUiBoGam covers a broad range of knowledge and contains copious

medical formulas and skills; and most parts of the book are somewhat not

easy for non-professionals of traditional medicine to understand. Hence, this

introduction not only benefits professionals in traditional medicine, but also

helps readers in English-speaking countries who are interested in traditional

East Asian medicine. Moreover, it will give them an opportunity to obtain

background knowledge for understanding the original DongUiBoGam, which

soon will be translated into English.

I sincerely hope that people around the world can learn about the value of

East Asian traditional medicine, and acquire knowledge that will help future

medical practitioners to handle numerous potential challenges, by reading the

English introduction to DongUiBoGam and the forthcoming complete English

translation of DongUiBoGam.

December 2008

President of the Korean Institute of Oriental Medicine

Foreword
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Introduction

Perhaps no one in Korea's history has received more attention than Heo Jun

許浚 (1539-1615). Heo Jun's masterpiece DongUiBoGam東醫寶鑑 - Treasured

Paragon of Eastern Medicine - has been a bestselling book for years, and

dramatizations of his life story continue to fascinate people. DongUiBoGam

represents traditional Korean medicine and is the pride of all Koreans. Many

health-related publications and pharmaceutical products often refer to this

medical classic, as it holds highly meritorious value in Korea. It would be an

interesting journey to investigate how Heo Jun achieved credibility with

Koreans throughout the years, as his popularity did not come overnight, but

instead was built over 400 years.

In order to understand traditional Korean medicine, it is necessary to

comprehend Heo Jun's medical concepts. In DongUiBoGam, Heo Jun

systematically compiled various medicines from the earliest historic times

until the mid-Chosun dynasty, or up until the 16th century, while the book has

also served as a foundation for Korean medicine after its publication. A solid

grasp of the medical concepts elaborated in DongUiBoGam will help provide

the reader with an understanding of traditional Korean medicine. With this

notion in mind, this book will examine various aspects of Heo Jun's life,

medical concepts and works, as well as his status in the history of Korean

medicine. 
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Heo Jun and His Life

Heo Jun is also known as Cheongwon淸源and his pen name is Gu-am龜岩. He

is the 20th generation down from the founder of the Yangcheon Heo clan陽川許

氏, Heo Sunmoon許宣文. His birthplace is known as Gayangdong, currently

Gangseo-gu in Seoul. Although he was born into a noble family, as the child of

a concubine he was forced to choose medicine as his occupation. He became a

royal court physician in his early 30s and reached the status of the king's

physician by the age of 37, when his abilities were widely acknowledged.

Recognized with numerous honors as a royal physician, he rose to even

higher ranks. His diligence was rewarded with the publication of various books

in his later days. His academic achievements are gathered in seven books:

Unhaetaesanjipyo諺解痘瘡集要(1607), Unhaegoogeupbang諺解救急方(1608),

Unhaedoochangjipyo諺解痘瘡集要(1608), DongUiBoGam東醫寶鑑(1610),

Chandobangronmaekgyeoljipseong新纂 瘟方(1612), Shinchanbyeokonbang新

纂 瘟方(1613) and Byeokyeokshinbang 疫神方(1613). The publication of these

works also made enormous academic contributions.

The compilation of DongUiBoGam was an endeavor at the national level. Heo

Jun was granted the task by virtue of the trust and reliance he had built over

the years. According to the Seonjo Chronicle宣祖實錄 dated July 2, 1604, "Heo

Jun is knowledgeable of all the medical texts and superior in the usage of

herbal medicine." Such appraisals suggest the extent of his academic

achievements and medical expertise. Around 180 books are referenced in

DongUiBoGam, including medical texts, Buddhist texts, history texts, Taoist

texts and others, and Heo Jun's knowledge in various subjects is well defined

throughout the book. He also maintained the original interpretations of cited

works, while adding additional logic, which served as a good example for

writers of medical texts in future generations. 

Heo Jun's clinical expertise was also well received. In 1590, he successfully

treated the crown prince's small pox. As a reward, King Seonjo elevated his

rank to a tertiary government post. While other doctors had been fearful of the

risk in tending the crown prince, Heo Jun boldly treated him with ease. Later,

when the crown prince reached the throne, the new king repaid Heo Jun for

saving his life. 

In 1592, war broke out between Korea and Japan, and King Seonjo宣祖 moved

to Euiju. During the evacuation, Heo Jun escorted the king and earned his deep

trust. This trust earned him the order to begin the compilation of

DongUiBoGam in 1596. In the same year, he was honored with a secondary

government post for the successful treatment of the crown prince. In 1600,

when the head royal physician, Yang Ye-soo楊禮壽, passed away, Heo Jun

succeeded his position, but did not slow his work on the book. In 1608, King

Seonjo passed away. Heo Jun took responsibility for the death and was exiled

to Euiju; however, this incident provided an opportunity to concentrate on the

compilation, and he completed the book in 1610. Following is the chronological

table of Heo Jun's life and works.
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and Byeokyeokshinbang 疫神方. 

1615 (77) - Passed away at the age of 77. Posthumous conferment of honor

to primary government post. 
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Chronological table of Heo Jun

1539 - Born to Heo Ron許論 and concubine mother. 

1571 (33 years old) - First record of government post as fourth-degree

physician.

1575 (37) - First record of treating the king. 

1581 (43) - Completed editing Chandobangronmaekgyeoljipseong纂圖方論脈訣

集成.

1590 (52) - Received tertiary government post for treating the crown prince.

1592 (54) - Accompanied the king during evacuation during the war.

1596 (58) - Received secondary government post for treating the crown

prince. Started working on DongUiBoGam upon King Seonjo's

order.

1600 (62) - Death of head royal physician Yang Ye-soo.

1601 (63) - Record of being head royal physician. Compiled Unhaegoogeupbang

諺解救急方, Unhaetaesanjipyo諺解胎産集要 and Unhaedooch-angjipyo

諺解痘瘡集要.

1604 (66) - Received primary government post in honor of accompanying the

king during the evacuation.

1606 (68) - Unable to rise in government post due to objections from others.

1607 (69) - Publication of Unhaetaesanjipyo諺解胎産集要.

1608 (70) - Publication of Unhaegoogeupbang諺解救急方 and Unhaedooch-

angjipyo諺解痘瘡集要. Exiled to Euiju due to the responsibility for

King Seonjo's demise.

1609 (71) - Exile ended.

1610 (72) - Completion of DongUiBoGam.

1612 (74) - Publication of Chandobangronmaekgyeoljipseong. 

1613 (75) - Publication of DongUiBoGam, Shinchanbyeokonbang新纂 瘟方
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Heo Jun's Works

Heo Jun wrote seven publications during his lifetime. These books are

Unhaetaesanjipyo諺解胎産集要, Unhaegoogeupbang諺解救急方, Unhaedooch-

angjipyo諺解痘瘡集要, DongUiBoGam東醫寶鑑, Chandobangronmaekgy-

eoljipseong纂圖方論脈訣集成 , Shinchanbyeokonbang 新纂 瘟方 and

Byeokyeokshinbang 疫神方, all of which were written in his later years and

contain the results of his lifelong gathering of medical knowledge.

Unhaedoochangjipyo, Shinchanbyeokonbang and Byeokyeokshinbang deal

with epidemic diseases, while Unhaegoogeupbang pertains to emergency

cases. Unhaetaesanjipyo, Unhaegoogeupbang and Unhaedoochangjipyo were

written with Korean annotations, suggesting that he had been concentrating

on publishing books that could directly benefit the public at the time. Let's take

a closer look at each book.

(1) Unhaetaesanjipyo諺解胎産集要

Based on Taesanyorok胎産要錄, published during King Sejong's reign, and

Taesanjip胎産集, published during King Jungjon正宗's reign, Heo Jun added

Korean annotations and compiled a gynecology handbook. There are 48

headings and one appendix, totaling 49 headings with 12 prenatal and

postnatal conditions. The book aims to minimize the loss of children, as

Taesanjip had been lost during the war, and to minimize the suffering of the

public. 

(2) Unhaegoogeupbang諺解救急方

Unhaegoogeupbang specializes in emergency medicine. It is a

reorganization of the book Googeupbang救急方, which was published during

the Sejon世宗 era, and features additional Korean annotations. Heo Jun

compiled the book due to the increase in the need for emergency care after

the war. The book contains many new techniques for caring under urgent

conditions. 

(3) Unhaedoochangjipyo諺解痘瘡集要

This book specializes in the treatment of smallpox. Its layout is suitable for

treating acute epidemic disorders. Heo Jun described the causes,

differential diagnosis, manifestations and care for smallpox, and smallpox

during pregnancy, with the latest medical knowledge of his time. Having

attended to the crown prince, Heo Jun had experience in treating smallpox.

In this book, he recorded his lifelong experience with the disorder. 

(4) DongUiBoGam東醫寶鑑

The purpose of compiling DongUiBoGam was to deal with the problem of

the public's inability to receive medical treatments due to the lack of

medical texts, and to compile many of the medical theories of the time. By

King Seonjo宣祖's order in 1596, Heo Jun compiled the book over a period of

15 years, until 1610, then under the rule of King Gwanghaegun光海君. The
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(6) Shinchanbyeokonbang新纂 瘟方

In 1612, an epidemic broke out in the northern province of Hamgyeongdo

and spread south rapidly, killing numerous people. By April 1613, the

disease had spread throughout the country. The government tried to

develop Ganibyeokonbang簡易 瘟方, but it was deficient in content.

Accordingly, Heo Jun was ordered to write this book. Most of the contents

relate to the common cold, typhus fever and epidemic disorders that

involve high fever.

(7) Byeokyeokshinbang 疫神方

This book was written to treat epidemic disorders upon commission by the

king in 1613. In the spring of 1613, an epidemic was on the rise, killing

numerous people. Thus, the king commissioned the publication of a book

on epidemic disorders. 

Knowledge on treating epidemic disorders was scarce during the Chosun

朝鮮 Dynasty, so Heo Jun's own experiences in treating the disease were

put into a book. The book became a notable text in the treatment of

epidemic disorders. 

26 www.kiom.re.kr

book was presented to the world for the first time in December 1613.

DongUiBoGam comprises 25 volumes: two volumes for the table of

contents, four volumes of internal medicine, four volumes of external

medicine, 11 volumes of miscellaneous disorders, three volumes of herbal

decoction and one volume of acupuncture and moxibustion. Each volume

includes theories of both medicine and prescription. For each condition,

treatment methods from the past as well as folk prescriptions and skills

are listed. Reports on 1,212 types of medicinal substances and 4,497 types

of prescriptions are also recorded. Vernacular Korean annotations of 637

medicines are also added for easy and ready access by the public.

DongUiBoGam emphasizes the practicality of medicine, and the use of

Korean folk medicine is important for easy use of the book. The book also

takes a scientific approach to the medical knowledge available at the time,

as 180 books were referenced for the work. The compilation of

DongUiBoGam enabled the spread of Korean medicine to other parts of

Asia and established the title of "Eastern medicine" to signify traditional

Korean medicine as a distinctive form of medicine.

(5) Chandobangronmaekgyeoljipseong纂圖方論脈訣集成

Heo Jun started to edit Gao Yang-sheng高陽生's Chandomaekgyeol纂圖脈訣

in 1581 under King Seonjo宣祖's order. The book itself was actually

published in 1612. Heo Jun corrected mistakes in the original work, added

comments where necessary and clarified the vague parts of the book. In

publishing this book, Heo Jun wanted to emphasize the importance of

pulse-taking.
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Compilation and Publication 
of DongUiBoGam

4.1 Compilation of DongUiBoGam

Upon King Seonjo's commission in 1596, Heo Jun began the compilation

process with Jeong-jak鄭 , Yang Ye-soo楊禮壽, Kim Eung-tak金應鐸, Yi

Myeong-won李命源, Jeong Ye-nam鄭禮男 and others. However, the work was

stalled in 1597 when war broke out in the country, and many doctors

evacuated. The king ordered Heo Jun to work alone and granted him the

privilege of accessing 500 medical texts in the royal library. Nevertheless, he

was greatly occupied with his clinic duties as head royal physician, and time

passed without much work on the text being accomplished. In 1608, King

Seonjo died. It was customary for the head physician to take responsibility for

the king's death. As a result, Heo Jun was exiled to a remote area, which

provided a good opportunity to concentrate on the book. According to the court

record, when the finished work was presented to the new king in 1610, the king

showed deep emotion for the work.

Several writings exist that let us understand the context in which Heo Jun and

his works were embedded:

(1) DongUiBoGam東醫寶鑑 Preface (by Lee Jung-gu李廷龜 :1564-1635)

People who study medicine always cite Hwangje黃帝 and  Gibaek岐伯 as

they understood the nature of heaven and human principles. Indeed, their

recordings of esoteric knowledge paved the path to the learning of

medicine for future generations. Numerous academic sects with different

theories only made medicine deviate from the Spiritual Axis of Yellow

Emperor's Classic黃帝靈樞. Incompetent doctors, neglecting to honor the

basic principles, exacerbated the illnesses of patients instead of providing

effective treatments.

King Seonjo was a benevolent ruler with a deep interest in providing a

means for people to attain general well being. In 1596, King Seonjo called

upon the court physician, Heo Jun, and advised him to compile a medical

text. The Chinese medical texts at the time were mere copies of ancient

texts with a motley collection of shallow knowledge. Illnesses resulted

from the lack of proper care; thus, the book's primary emphasis was to be

placed on regimen methods, followed by acupuncture and moxibustion and

herbal treatments. King Seonjo also urged Heo Jun to concentrate on

classifying the local herbs so people could readily identify them and take

them with ease.

When Heo Jun had established a framework for the book with fellow

scholars and court physicians Jeong-jak, Yang Ye-su, Kim Eung-tak, Yi

Myung-won, Jeong Ye-nam and others, a war broke out in Korea in 1597,

and most doctors had to evacuate. King Seonjo ordered Heo Jun to

continue the compilation alone and provided him with some 500 medical

texts from the palace library. Unfortunately, King Seonjo passed away

before the book was even half completed. Three years later, when the new

king, Gwanghaegun光海君, overtook the throne (1610), Heo Jun finally

completed the compilation of DongUiBoGam, consisting of 25 volumes.
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Seonjo's wishes of providing health care to the general public, which is also

the wish of the current king, Gwanghaegun. Our king values the lives of the

people and governs the country with virtues. We can confidently believe

that, "the disposition of the benevolent One reaches more people." 

Summer of 1611, preface written by Lee Jung-gu

(2) Introduction of DongUiBoGam東醫寶鑑 by Heo Jun

As I have observed, there are five viscera and six bowels in the body. The

outer body is composed of the musculoskeletal system, flesh, blood

vessels and skin. Essence, gi and spirit are also constituents of organs and

other parts of the body. Taoist and Buddhist classics all refer to the same

principle. There is a section called 'Naegyeong內景' - inner brightness - in

Hwangjeonggyeon黃庭經, and a diagram of the internal/external tusk in the

medical text. Taoism concentrates on clear and serene cultivation, while

medicine treats with herbs, diet, acupuncture and moxibustion. In the book,

internal medicine comprises essence, gi, spirit and organs. This is followed

by the section, external appearances of the head, face, arms, legs, tendons,

blood vessels, bones and flesh. The section on miscellaneous topics

includes four constitutions, three methods of treatment, internal injury,

external invasion and symptoms of various disorders. At the end of the text,

the section on herbal decoction, acupuncture and moxibustion features

explanations to clarify the principles. Once patients open the book and

search for their symptoms, the differentiations between excess and

deficiency, mild and severe, good and bad prognosis, and life and death

should be clearly understandable. It is hoped that no one renders

mistreatment leading to unwanted death.
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King Gwanghaegun was delighted with Heo Jun's work and congratulated

him despite the many years of evacuation, exile and other circumstances

that had hindered the work. King Gwanghaegun expressed his intense grief

that the book was completed only after King Seonjo's death. A horse was

awarded to Heo Jun for his effort, and the king ordered a wide distribution of

the books. In addition, the King ordered myself to write a preface for the book.

In my humble opinion, once the harmonious gi has dissipated, then six gi

lose their balance, and various disorders arise from the disharmony. A

benevolent ruler should emphasize the survival of the public by

propagating medicine. However, medicine can be conveyed only in a

printed form, and books should be filtered to yield essential context. If

medicine is not thoroughly spread, then its benefits will not reach every

part of the country. This book contains wisdom from the past and present

and condenses a diverse vocabulary into extracts that go deep into the

origins of the words, as well as presents the gist and general principles of

medicine in a useful and readable manner. The book is detailed yet

focused, concentrated and inclusive of all the necessary knowledge. It

begins with internal and external medicine. Then, it is categorized into

miscellaneous medicine and various prescriptions, and finishes with pulse,

symptoms, herbal properties, treatment methods,  health promotion

regimens, acupuncture needles, and other topics. The volumes deliver a

vast array of information in a very systematic order. As symptoms vary

greatly between patients, certain disorders require tonification or sedation

and slow or quick treatment, and should be modified accordingly. There is

no need to refer to ancient texts or the prescriptions of neighbors. You only

need to search for classified symptoms, and a few appropriate treatments

will be offered. Once the medication is administered according to

symptoms, then symptoms will be alleviated. This fulfills the late King
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a light that shines on all things; thus, the word has been used in other texts

written by Luo Qian Fu and Gong Xin 信. This book is titled "Treasured

Paragon of Eastern Medicine," in homage to the teachings of the past. 

Royal physician Heo Jun compiled the book by order of the king

(3) Preface of DongUiBoGam, published in Kyoto, Japan, in 1724

This was written after editing the book under the title of DongUiBoGam -

Treasured Paragon of Eastern Medicine. The heaven bestowed the duty of

protecting the people on a sage, and he made principles of proper behavior

and medicine in order to save lives. This is the way to respect life and show

affection for the people. The book, Treasured Paragon of Eastern Medicine

by Heo Jun of Korea, can aid in accomplishing the duty of saving people's

lives. The book is categorized into chapters of internal medicine, external

appearances, miscellaneous disorders, herbal decoction and acupuncture

and moxibustion. Since Spiritual Axis靈樞 and Plain Questions素問, all

notable treatment cases and prescriptions have been compiled into 25

volumes of valuable information that truly serve as the bible of sage and

esoteric knowledge to doctors. The book's publication provided invaluable

knowledge to doctors, as well as relieved the public from suffering and

diseases. People can benefit from the book by reaching longevity, and their

gratitude should spread all over the land. 

I am grateful I was given a government post to edit the book, and I am

greatly indebted for your kindness. 

Spring of 1723 

Medical director Minamoto Mototoru 
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In the past, herbal prescriptions required heavy dosages of herbs and

were impossible for the general public to prepare. In prescription books

such as Hwajegookbang世醫得效方, a pack contained so many herbs it would

be a burden for a needy family. On the other hand, texts such as

Saeeuideukhyobang世醫得效方 and Euhakjeongjeon醫學正傳 made 18 grams

the standard weight of a pack, which would not yield efficacy. Only books

like Goguemeuigam古今醫鑑 and Manbyeonghoechoon萬病回春 set the

weight of one pack close to 40 g, which fits the proper dosage for the

current population. This book considered the prescriptions of these two

books and made herbal medicine more approachable to all.

Ancient people emphasized that one should read materia medica and

study the characteristics of herbs before studying medicine. However, the

contents are too vague, and information discords among the scholars. In

addition, materia medica lists herbs that are unknown to people today. As

frequently used herbs of the current day should be listed in the book, this

book focuses on Sinnongbonchogyeong神農本草經 and Ilhwajaboncho日華子

本草, and interpretations by Li Dong Yuan李東垣 and Zhu Dan Xi朱丹溪. The

book also specifies whether an herb is of Chinese or Korean origin. If the

herb can be obtained in Korea, its pure Korean name, place of origin, time

of gathering and processing methods are provided. 

According to Wang Jie Zhai王節齋, "Li Dong Yuan李東垣 is the northern

doctor. Luo Qian Fu羅謙甫 inherited his teachings and prospered in Jiang Su

江蘇 and Zhe Jiang浙江 provinces. Zhu Dan Xi is the southern doctor. Liu

Zong Hou劉宗厚 inherited his teachings and flourished in Shan Xi陝西

province." As seen here, there was a distinction between northern and

southern schools of medicine in China. Since Korea is located on the

eastern edge of China and enjoyed steady growth over the centuries, Korean

medicine should be considered "Eastern Medicine." "Paragon" is defined as
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Formation and Contents 
of DongUiBoGam

5.1 Formation of DongUiBoGam

DongUiBoGam is composed of two volumes of the tables of contents, four

volumes of internal medicine and external appearances, 11 volumes of

miscellaneous diseases, three volumes of herbal decoction and one volume of

acupuncture and moxibustion, totaling 25 volumes. There are total of 105

subdivisions within the 25 volumes. 

① Four volumes of internal medicine:

Vol. 1: Physical shape, essence, gi, spirit

Vol. 2: Blood, dream, voice, speech, fluids, phlegm-rheum

Vol. 3: Bowels and viscera, Liver, Heart, Spleen, Lung, Kidney, Gall

Bladder, Stomach, Small Intestine, Large Intestine, Urinary

Bladder, Triple Energizer, uterus, parasites

Vol. 4: Urination, defecation

② Four volumes of external medicine:

Vol. 1: Head, face, eyes

Vol. 2: Ears, nose, mouth and tongue, teeth, throat, neck, back

Vol. 3: Chest, breast, abdomen, navel, waist, hypochondrium, skin, flesh,

pulse, muscle, bone

Vol. 4: Hand, foot, hair, genital, anus

③ 11 volumes of miscellaneous diseases:

Vol. 1: Gi circulation of heaven and earth, inspection, pattern

identification, pulse examination, medication, vomit, sweat,

precipitation

Vol. 2: Wind, cold (part one)

Vol. 3: Cold (part two), summer heat, dampness, dryness, heat

Vol. 4: Internal injury, deficiency taxation

Vol. 5: Internal convulsion, vomiting, cough

Vol. 6: Accumulated rheum, edema, distention, thirst, jaundice

Vol. 7: Malaria, epidemic diseases, mania, abscess (part one)

Vol. 8: Abscess (part two), boil

Vol. 9: Common wounds, detoxification, emergency, disease of unknown

cause, various prescriptions

Vol. 10: Gynecology

Vol. 11: Pediatrics

④ Three volumes of herbal decoction:

Vol. 1: Methods of decoction, fluid, soil level, grain, human, animal, dried

animal

Vol. 2: Fish, insect, fruit, vegetable, gras

Vol. 3: Wood, jade, stone, mineral

⑤ One volume of acupuncture and moxibustion:

Vol. 1: Acupuncture and moxibustion
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head, face, eyes, ears, nose, mouth and tongue, teeth, throat, neck and back,

which covers from the apex of the head to the upper back. Volumes three and

four cover the chest, breast, abdomen, navel, waist, hypochondrium, skin,

flesh, pulse, muscle and bone that extend from exterior to interior. In this

volume are rounded out symptoms and treatments of the hand, foot, hair,

genitals and anus round out.

DongUiBoGam continues with 11 volumes of miscellaneous diseases.

DongUiBoGam acknowledges the importance of accurate information on

diseases and lists diagnoses and principles of treatment in the first volume of

miscellaneous diseases in a systematic order. Even modern day practitioners

should have a complete knowledge of these contents. Volumes two, three and

four focus on the external pathogens of wind, cold, summer heat, dampness,

dryness and heat, and also elaborate on internally-derived internal injury and

deficiency taxation. In volumes five to eight, common disorders of the time are

listed and explained: intestinal convulsion, vomiting, cough, accumulated

rheum, edema, distention, thirst, jaundice, malaria, epidemic diseases,

maniac, abscess and boil. Volume nine generally covers common medical

knowledge for daily usage. Common wounds, detoxication, emergency,

disease of unknown causes and various prescriptions are also part of volume

nine. Volumes 10 and 11 cover gynecology and pediatrics in depth, respectively. 

Three volumes of herbal decoction and one volume of acupuncture and

moxibustion comprise the remaining part of the book. Herbs and treatments

are explained in detail.

In terms of the five sections of the book, the first section on internal medicine

explains internal physiology and is followed by outer environmental conditions

on the body in the second section. Then, the miscellaneous diseases section

covers disorders caused by disharmony between the interior and exterior. The

herbal decoction and acupuncture and moxibustion section deals with
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5.2 Particular aspects of DongUiBoGam

One of the merits of DongUiBoGam lies in its systematic itemization.

DongUiBoGam comprises five sections of "Internal medicine內景篇," "External

medicine外形篇," "Miscellaneous disease雜病," "Herbal decoction湯液篇," and

"Acupuncture and moxibustion鍼灸篇." In the four volumes of internal

medicine, the focus is on the physiology of the internal body. In volume one,

under the titles of physical shape, essence, gi and spirit, the book explains the

mechanisms of essence, gi and spirit, the bases of human physiology

according to Taoist theory. This is a large distinction between DongUiBoGam

and other texts, as DongUiBoGam uniquely incorporates Taoist conceptions

into medicine. In volume two, topics reflecting internal conditions such as

blood, dream, voice, speech, fluids, phlegm-rheum and others are chosen. The

body condition can be analyzed through bleeding patterns, dream

interpretations, pitch and frequency of voice and speech, and excretion

patterns of fluids and phlegm. In volume three, the jangbu臟腑 - the bowels and

viscera; zangfu in Chinese - are discussed. Size, functions, related illnesses

and treatment methods of the five visceral organs are discussed in the order of

Liver, Heart, Spleen, Lung, and Kidney followed by six bowel organs of Gall

Bladder, Stomach, Small Intestine, Large Intestine, Urinary Bladder, and Triple

Energizer. At the end of volume three, the uterus and parasites are also

included. Even though the uterus is not part of the bowel and visceral system,

its significance is equal in value. In volume four, excretions are discussed

under the titles of urination and defecation. As they are waste treated last by

the body, they are mentioned last in the volumes on internal medicine. 

Following the internal medicine, the four volumes of external appearances

deal with external parts of the body. Two volumes comprise information on the
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methods to treat disorders. Through an examination of the book's contents,

practitioners will receive the message that one must fully understand internal

and external aspects of the body before administering a treatment.

One of the most notable merits of DongUiBoGam is the systematic

arrangement and logical development of its contents. This is uniquely found in

DongUiBoGam, and its superiority in this respect separates it from other

classical texts.

At the end of every section, simple treatment methods and herbs are listed so

that even people with financial difficulties can find a way to receive treatments,

making DongUiBoGam even more practical. Single herbal treatment is given,

as many herbs can be found easily in nature. This also contributes to the wider

distribution of traditional medicine. 

In the herbal decoction section, Korean herbal names are listed underneath

the Chinese names, popularizing the usage of Korean herbs. Before the

publication of DongUiBoGam, herbal names were only in Chinese, and the

quantities of Chinese herbs were extremely limited. Listing herbs in Korean

familiarized the public with herbal medicine and promoted wider harvesting

and availability of herbs to the public.
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Heo Jun's 
Medical Ideas in DongUiBoGam

6.1 The intimate relationship between nature and human

DongUiBoGam begins with the following famous article: 

"The roundness of man's head resembles that of heaven (sky). The flatness of

man's feet models that of the earth. As there are four seasons, a man has four

limbs. As there are five elements in heaven, a man has five visceral organs. As

there are six directions in heaven, they are matched with six bowels in man.  

As the wind blows from eight directions, a man has eight knots. The nine stars

in heaven are matched with nine orifices in the body. The 12 meridians in the

body imitate 12 hourly blocks, and 24 seasonal terms are simulated by 24

acupoints in the body. As there are 365 degrees in heaven, a man has 365

joints.

As there are a sun and a moon in heaven, a man has eyes and ears. Day and

night in heaven are matched with sleep and wakefulness in man. Thunder and

lightning in heaven are the same as joy and anger in man. Rain and mist in

heaven are the same as tears and mucus in man. Yin and yang of heaven are

represented as chill and fever in man. As there is spring on the ground, a man

has meridians. Grass and trees on the earth are equaled by hair growing on the

skin. Minerals in nature are interpreted as teeth in man."

This article comparing the similarities of nature and man suggests the tone of

DongUiBoGam. First, a man is physically in agreement with nature. Man's

round head, flat feet, four limbs, five viscera and six bowels are physically

matched with the natural world. The resemblance between man and nature is

not only physical, but natural changes are also reflected directly on the human

body in functional interrelationships. Thunder and lightning are joy and anger;

rain and mist are tears and mucus; yin and yang are chills and fever. Since

nature and man are functionally interrelated, a successful treatment depends

on how well one can perceive natural changes. Treatment modality varies

based on the seasons, time of day, age of the patient and other factors. 

The above article appears at the beginning of DongUiBoGam, as it was Heo Jun's

intention to introduce the book's general theme that man and nature are one.

Under this presumption, the first chapter explains the genesis of man and the

universe, of life, aging, illness and death, of man and the environment, man and

the seasons, and the correlation between man and heaven. Calming the mind is

necessary to maintain good health, and a calm mind is similar to the return to a

universal state before differentiation. Heo Jun was cautious toward abrupt

changes in emotion, especially anger. Anger disturbs the energy residing in the

Danjeon丹田 - Dantian in Chinese - area, which disrupts the flow of righteous gi in

the body, inducing the majority of illnesses. To be free from excess thought and

illnesses, the righteous gi must be in a stable state and stored well in the Danjeon

area. This is where Taoist and Confucian regimens play an important role. The

nurture of essence, gi and spirit can be done through Danjeon breathing

exercises, and the maintenance of a calm and peaceful mind is used for medical

purposes. 
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organs; thus, even similar manifestations require different approaches to

treatment."

The last sentence, "difference in physical shape and color mean differences in

the jangbu organs; thus, even similar manifestations require different

approaches to treatment," is the paragon of Heo Jun's constitutional theory.

External symptoms blind the correct diagnosis, so one must consider innate

causes embedded inside the internal organs. The causes of disorders are

closely related to one's physical shape and complexion.

According to DongUiBoGam, a chubby person is prone to suffer from a gi

deficiency氣虛and the accumulation of damp-phlegm, while the treatment of a

skinny person is focused on treating blood deficiency and clearing away heat.

This shows how Heo Jun stayed close to fundamentals. A pale complexion is

regarded as a gi deficiency, and a dark complexion is interpreted as excess gi.

Explaining the difference in pulse between tall and short people is another

aspect of constitutional theory. While a pale complexion is the result of

dissipating gi, a dark complexion occurs when the gi is densely packed. A

patient with a pale complexion should be cautious against inducing sweating,

whereas caution is required when administering gi tonics on a dark

complexion patient. Males and females do not only differ in breasts and

genitals; males have a higher tendency to be gi-deficient, while females have a

higher tendency to have excess gi. When diagnosing a disease, sexual activities

are important for men, and menstruation and pregnancies should be

considered for women. In comparing old and young patients, sleep patterns,

urination and vision are some notable differences, and these should factor into

a treatment. The elderly suffer from weak muscles and flesh due to a lack of gi

and blood with improper circulation at the yeongwi營衛 - ying-wei in Chinese -

level, which is why they tend to be awake at night and drowsy during the
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6.2 Differences in humans

Constitutional theory differentiates men into different types. In Western

medicine, constitutional theory is known as the humoral theory, as suggested

by Hippocrates and Galen. Near the end of the Chosun Dynasty in Korea, Lee

Je-ma李濟馬 developed the theory of Sasang四象 constitutional medicine,

particular to Koreans, which surprised many international scholars. In China,

Yellow Emperor's Classic黃帝內經, published in the Later Han漢 Dynasty, briefly

discusses constitutional aspects, but there have been no concrete

developments since. 

In the mid-Chosun朝鮮 Dynasty, Heo Jun cited a few reasons for

differentiating patients for better treatment. Classifications of people included

three levels of constitution at birth (strong, normal, or weak), stature (skinny or

chubby), skin color (dark or pale), height (tall or short) with different pulse

rates, gender (male or female), age (young or old) and brave or fearful

characteristics. In addition, occupation and social class were to be considered

for better treatment outcomes.

The following article precedes the chapter on physical shape in

DongUiBoGam:

"In terms of physical shape, a taller person cannot match a shorter person; a

larger person cannot match a smaller person, and a chubby person cannot

match a skinny person. A pale-skinned person cannot match a dark-skinned

person, and a light complexion cannot match a dark complexion. A chubby

person has dampness within, and a skinny person has excess heat. Pale skin

represents Lung deficiency, while dark skin represents abundant Kidney energy.

Differences in physical shape and color mean differences in the jangbu
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the occasional emission of semen, but Heo Jun goes to the extreme and warns

against wasting semen. Heo Jun held the firm belief that essence plays a

fundamental role in the maintenance of good health.

Gi氣 circulation should take place in the body with even distribution. There

must be an ample amount of gi that flows smoothly without any stagnation so

that gi spreads evenly through the body. Despite the need for ample amounts

of gi in the body, a lack of gi is referred to as a gi deficiency. If gi does not

circulate smoothly in the body because of blockage, this is known as gi

stagnation. Some key symptoms of gi deficiency include weak pulse, lethargy

in limbs and spontaneous sweating. Gi stagnation is accompanied with gi pain,

counterflow of gi, edema, distention and others.

Spirit is a mental function that manifests with a stable physical state. Spirit

resides in the Heart, and the environment should be right for the proper

functioning of the spirit. A stable amount of blood should be stored in the Heart

for spirit to reside there. In cases of blood deficiencies and phlegm-rheum

conditions where impurities flow in the blood, spirit will be unstable, leading to

palpitations and fearful throbbing of the Heart. Thus, physical health must be

maintained to provide a residence for spirit within the Heart, as well as a sound

mental state.
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daytime. Frequent urination in the elderly is caused by strong down-bearing

energy. Bravery and fear are analogous to physical strength and are

considered for individual specific treatments. Physical laborers and white-

collar workers are also treated differently. DongUiBoGam values individual

characteristics, and the theory behind this shows strong affinity with the

constitutional theory. 

6.3 Essence, gi, spirit, and physical composition of the body

Essence精, gi氣 and spirit神 are the three treasures that make up the body,

according to Taoism. Essence is the energy embedded in the kidneys and is

the substance that serves as the body's foundation. Gi is the body's source

energy. Spirit is a mental function based on the materialistic engagement of

essence and gi. The mention of the Taoist theory of essence, gi and spirit in

DongUiBoGam is an example of the accommodation of Taoist regimen theory

in medicine. Essence, gi and spirit are explained in the chapter corresponding

to their medical contexts. 

Essence is an extract derived from foods that initially fills the brain marrow

and then circulates into the bone marrow. Essence is stored in the body as

semen. Excess consumption of essence from an overly active sexual life can

lead to symptoms such as dizziness, tinnitus, sore knees and blurry vision.

Signs of injury to essence include graying hair, spermatorrhea and nocturnal

emission. Heo Jun emphasized that essence must be conserved and should

not be wasted hastily. 

Chinese scholars such as Xu Ling Tai徐靈胎 of the Qing淸 dynasty supported
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Heo Jun's Position in the History
of Traditional Korean Medicine

In stating the significance of DongUiBoGam, Jeon Byung-gi全炳機 mentioned,

"DongUiBoGam represents the renaissance of Korean medicine, as it achieved

independence from continental influence and set a new paradigm of folk

medicine, establishing the prestige and dignity of Korean medicine." Heo Jung

許程, medical historian, adds, "It is not too much to say that medicine during the

Chosun dynasty starts with DongUiBoGam and ends with DongUiBoGam, as it

played a significant role in Korean medical history."

Korean medicine in the early Chosun Dynasty already enjoyed a high level of

competency through independent aboriginal medical policies, the import and

publication of Chinese medical texts, the compilation and publication of

Euibangyoochui醫方類聚Classified Collection of Medical Prescriptions - and the

Korean annotation of medical classics. Aboriginal medicine was highly

encouraged and reached its peak during King Sejong's reign. Books such as

Sejongjiriji世宗地理志, which surveyed the range of aboriginal medicine,

Hyangyakchaechuiworyung鄕藥採取月令, which explained the time of harvesting,

and Hyangyakjipseongbang鄕藥集成方- Compendium of the Aboriginal Medicine

- are examples showing the medical policies of putting emphasis on aboriginal

medicine in the earlier Chosun Dynasty. Euibangyoochui, a compilation of

various medical texts imported from China, also contributed to the higher

standard of Korean medical knowledge. The establishment of forensic medical

trials, institutionalization of a doctoral system and establishment of a post for

reading and writing medical texts are all evidence of the growth of scholastic

standards. 

DongUiBoGam paved a path for these medical traditions in the latter part of

the Chosun dynasty. With the publication of DongUiBoGam, Korean medicine

could then differentiate itself from Chinese medicine. The word "dongui"(東醫 :

literally Eastern medicine) is an expression of national pride that Korean

medicine has its own distinctive theory and particular medicine with an

accumulation of clinical experiences, and is not a minor system of Chinese

medicine.  This idea is analogous with the notion that the Earth and body are

one entity, as Korean climate and environment differ from those of China,

requiring treatment methods and herbs unique to Koreans. This trend

continues in Geupyoobang及幼方, written by Jo Jung-joon趙廷俊 in 1749. In the

chapter Dongbangyookiron東方六氣論, of the Geupyoonbang, Jo Jung-joon

writes, "Korea is situated at the corner of the continent with an environment

different from that of China. If scholars like Dong Yuan and Dan Xi had lived in

Korea, then they would have found treatment methods and herbs specific to

Korea." DongUiBoGam contributed significantly to devising a medicine

particular to Korean constitutions, and this should be highly regarded,

considering the importance of health in society. This book also has significance

in medical history. DongUiBoGam was published in China during the reign of

the 31st year of Qian Long (乾隆:1766). In the preface, a Chinese doctor, Ling Yu

凌魚, wrote, "Heo Jun was gracious to share the treasure of the earth with the

world," and spoke highly of the book. DongUiBoGam was not only highly

regarded in Korea, but also overseas. At the time, medicine of northeastern

Asia was divided into many medical theories and formed sects that were

hostile toward other theories and inclined toward their opinions. A situation at

the time is well defined in the"Preface of DongUiBoGam東醫寶鑑序," written by
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DongUiBoGam, public health was not enjoyed by everyone. Let's take a look at

the instructions given by King Seonjo: 

"People die young in the remote areas of the city and countryside despite an

abundance in aboriginal medicine. Classify and record the names so the public

can have easy access."

A prospering national economy created by healthy, productive people not only

fulfills the wish of a ruler but also lies in conjunction with the Confucian

democracy of realizing academic ideology. 

"Once the Great Harmony has dissipated, six gi are not in accordance and

aging progresses prematurely, and emaciation and epidemic disease plague

the people. A king should concentrate on providing a benevolent rule to save

the people from premature death."

A medical ideology that all people can manage health and stable living is

closely tied with a king's responsibility of carrying out righteous politics for the

people. In order to evenly distribute medical benefits to every person in the

country, prescriptions and theory should be simple, and herbs must be

attainable without difficulties.

"Symptoms of deficiency-excess, light-heavy, good and bad fortune and life

and death are clearly visible, thus eliminating the chance of mistreatments and

avoiding unwanted death."

The above concept is also seen in Jaejoongshinpyeon濟衆新編, written by a

court physician, Kang Myeong-gil康命吉, at the time of King Jeong-jo, and
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Lee Jung-gu李廷龜. 

"From Cang Gong倉公 and Qin Yue Ren秦越人down to Liu Wan Su劉完素, Zhang

Cong Zheng張從正, Li Dong Yuan李東垣, and Zhu Dan Xi朱丹溪, hundreds of sects

with discrete theories resulted in numerous texts with a regression in

medicine. It is difficult to find books that remained true to Spiritual Axis靈樞"

The compilation of DongUiBoGam was initiated to overcome the chaotic

situation of medical theories at the time. Over 180 medical texts were used as

references in addition to other Taoist books, history books, almanacs and

Confucian texts, totaling nearly 200 books. Most medical texts predating

DongUiBoGam are blended into one systematically structured collection.

Something that China could not achieve was done by Heo Jun of Korea, which

is why DongUiBoGam possesses academic significance. 

Its academic significance lies not only in the classification of medical texts, but

also in materializing a regimen conception of Taoist theory into medicine. Heo

Jun stated that the "Taoism reached the bottom of the human body and mind

while medicine gets only its surface," and insisted on the superiority of Taoism.

In the table of organization, he used the term "inner brightness" from the

Taoist text of Hwangjeonggyeong黃庭經. Taoist influence is also seen from the

order of contents: physical shape, essence, gi and spirit. 

These aforementioned elements suggest that DongUiBoGam is superior to

any other medical texts of the time. One can confidently claim that the

publication of DongUiBoGam elevated the place of Korean medicine in the

international field of medicine. 

Some influences of DongUiBoGam on future generations are arranged below:

First, the intention of distributing medical benefits fairly to the public continued

relatively with success. At the time of the compilation and publication of
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medical texts, all came into full potential in DongUiBoGam, making possible

great improvements in clinical medicine. Numerous books on aboriginal

medicine and Chinese medical texts, and Euibangyoochui醫方類聚, which

organized these texts, contributed to raising the standard of Korean medicine.

However, aboriginal medicine has a weak theoretical foundation, and Chinese

medicine does not coincide with the Korean environment. In addition, the

bulkiness of Euibangyoochui resulted in a lack of efficiency that needed

addressing. The intermingling of all these problems meant that actual clinical

practice and theory did not accord. This is where DongUiBoGam accomplished

its goal of balancing both clinical and theoretical perspectives.

Third, with the publication of DongUiBoGam, the decline of aboriginal

medicine-the then dominant form of medicine-was inevitable. Aboriginal

medicine flourished in the early part of the Chosun Dynasty with government

sponsorship, but came to a decline with the introduction of DongUiBoGam.

Aboriginal medicine had already begun to decline with the popularity of

Chinese Ming medicine after the King Jungjong中宗 era, a tendency that was

triggered by the publication of DongUiBoGam. A postscript of

Hyangyakjipsungbang, written by Choi Myeong-gil崔鳴吉 in 1633 (11th year of

King In-jo仁祖), portrays the status of aboriginal medicine:"After inspecting the

symptoms, prescriptions are made with newer Chinese formulas, and

aboriginal medicine formulas are discarded and unused."

Lastly, DongUiBoGam laid a stepping-stone for the advancement of Korean

medicine, by leading its progress. In books such as Euimoonbogam醫門寶鑑 (by

Joo Myeong-shin周命新,1724), Jaejoongshinpyeon濟衆新編 (by Kang Myeong-gil

康命吉,1799), Bangyakhapyeon方藥合編 (by Hwang Do-yeon黃度淵,1884) and

others, DongUiBoGam has been summarized and additional opinions

included. These books made Korean medicine even more available to the

public by simplifying the contents of DongUiBoGam. Although they provided
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appears to be deeply influenced by DongUiBoGam. 

"His majesty the king was deeply concerned with saving the lives of the people

from pathogens; thus, he ordered the royal physician Kang Myeong-gil to

investigate the medical texts of the past and present to organize data into an

easily comprehensible manner thus accessible by everyone in the land, who

can apply medication according to their specific symptoms."

Another collection of prescriptions, Bangyakhapyeon方藥合編, published in

1884, also portrays a similar concept as seen in Jaejoongshinpyeon. 

"One of your publications, Euibanghwaltoo醫方活套, is simple yet covers a wide

range of disorders. It is systematically written and easy to understand; thus,

everyone can administer medicine according to their symptoms. Even those

who did not study medicine wanted a copy of the book but, being unpublished,

its lack of availability was unfortunate."

Through citations, diverse aspects of Korean traditional medicine may be

witnessed rooted deeply in people's lives. Most of the itemization in

"Googeupbang救急方" of Sanlimgyeongjae山林經濟, written by Hong Man-seon

洪萬選(1664-1715), used the itemization in DongUiBoGam. Some of the contents

of DongUiBoGam can also be seen in Gyuhapchongsuh閨閤叢書, a life

guidebook published in the late Chosun Dynasty. Boyangji 養志 within

Imwonsipyookji林園十六志 of as a collection also cites various contents of

DongUiBoGam, reflecting the wide distribution of DongUiBoGam to local

nobilities. 

Second, the wide spreading of aboriginal medicine in the early part of the

Chosun Dynasty, in addition to the collection and compilation of Chinese
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better access to the general public, some argue that the oversimplified

medical theories in such books hindered the necessity of learning more

advanced knowledge. This is a precept that must be considered when studying

Korean medicine.
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Internal medicine 內景篇

The section on internal medicine comprises various tracks on internal

conditions. First, intrinsic aspects of the body are explained, including essence

精, gi 氣, spirit神 and blood血, followed by dream, voice, speech, fluids and

phlegm-rheum, which reflect the condition of the body. In the latter part of the

section, the visceral organs and bowels are covered extensively. An exposition

on metabolism completes the section.

8.1.1 Physical shape, essence, gi, and spirit : Contents of
volume one

The section on physical shape, essence, gi and spirit deals with subjects

pertaining to the relationship between the body and nature, as well as the

body itself. Physical shape makes up the introduction, and essence, gi and

spirit compose the details. The part on physical shape gives a discussion of

general concepts of life, while the parts on essence, gi and spirit feature

explanations of the basic mechanisms of the body's physiology. 

8.1.1.1 Physical shape

In the section on physical shape, there is a general discussion on the

fundamental views on life and the body, including birth and aging.

Methods  for invigorating life force through regimen are also covered in

detail. 

In the beginning sections of DongUiBoGam, it is mentioned that the

human body should be modeled after the heavens. This theory includes

the visceral organs and bowels, 12 meridians, 24 acupoints, 365

articulations, fluids, vessels, body hair, hair, teeth and others. The

assumption that the body is modeled after the heavens implies that it is

more precious that anything else in the universe.

The formation of the universe and of life is divided into four parts, based

on the time of genesis of gi, shape and quality. The state before the

formation of gi is referred to as the Great Transformation太易, and the

formation of gi is called the Great Beginning太初. The shaping of matter

with gi is known as the Great Origin太始. When matter is palpable with

shape, this is the last stage, known as the Great Plain太素. These four

stages are considered the repetitive expression of conception to birth and

also repetitive life from birth and through aging until death.

The goal of traditional Korean medicine is to extend one's natural span of

existence given by nature. The regimen method is essential in prolonging

the life span. DongUiBoGam suggests various types of regimen to recover

health. Breathing techniques, exercises and mind-controlling methods

are presented.  Treating disorders by clearing the mind is an example of

directly applying the method of mind-body cultivation.
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emission. The last one occurs due to being weakened as semen leaks out

of the body. White ooze from fervent desire of having sex is included here.

8.1.1.3 Gi

Gi is the foundation of life within the body. It is the gateway of breathing

and the source of the viscera, the bowels, 12 meridians and three

energizers. Gi makes possible activities of daily life  and is acquired

directly from the nutrients in food. Since gi is derived from food, the

character氣 for gi is made from the characters for heaven and rice. When

nutrients are sent to the Lung from the Stomach, then all the viscera and

bowels receive gi.

Gi makes daily activities possible by circulating throughout the body.

Internal upsets and the external reception of pathogenic influences result

in gi disorders. Cold gi, stagnant gi滯氣 , counterflow gi逆氣and ascent gi上

氣 are all caused by heat attacking the Lung. If gi only rises and doesn't

come down, or if the breath is fumigated, these will turn into illness in

severe cases. The wind pathogen will cause pain, and the cold pathogen

injuring gi will manifest as chills. The heat pathogen will cause fever, and

the damp pathogen may lead to edema. The dry pathogen may be

accompanied by the symptoms of difficult urination and defecation. 

Gi disorders氣病are classified into 11 types. The first is gi stagnation氣滯. If

one has too much time to spare, then one becomes weary. This is from a

lack of circulation in the meridians and stasis in the vessels. People with

spare time tend to be stationary, eat heavily and sleep excessively. The

second type of disorder is the seven emotions: joy, anger, sadness, worry,

pensiveness, fright and fear. When gi stagnates, phlegm is the result, and

phlegm will draw in greater gi stagnation. The third type is the nine gi. The
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8.1.1.2 Essence

Essence is a vital part of the body. According to DongUiBoGam, essence

is formed prior to the body's creation, by nutrients from grains. Essence is

absorbed deep into the bones to help form bone marrow and brain. It also

penetrates the pubic region. If yin and yang are not in harmony, then the

essence drains downward. Inordinate draining will cause weakening of

the body, accompanied by back pain and knee soreness. In case of fluid

deficiency in the bones and brain, one can experience dizziness, tinnitus

and haziness of mind. These symptoms indicate that essence is the basis

of the body; deficiency of essence leads to abnormalities in the body; thus

it in turn leads to disorders.

DongUiBoGam states that the root of longevity lies in the preservation of

essence. Suppressing sexual desire is the best way to conserve one's

essence. DongUiBoGam highlights the substantiality of essence and the

importance of sustaining it by making an analogy between the oil and

flame of a lamp. Heavy flame of a lamp kindles the room while it

consumes its own oil, or the root. 

DongUiBoGam recommends the conservation of essence while young. If

one engages in excessive sexual activities before the age of 40, one will

experience an abrupt drop in stamina after 40 and be prone to numerous

illnesses. Further, it is advised: "One must prohibit ejaculation of semen

after the age of 60."

There are three methods to improve stamina, according to

DongUiBoGam. The first is to strengthen the Kidney. The second is to

nourish through diet, and the third is by tonifying through herbal medicine.

There are three ways essence can leak, according to DongUiBoGam.

One way is through urination or even leaking of semen occasioned by

hearing anything pertaining to sex. The other is through nocturnal
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8.1.1.4 Spirit

Spirit is defined as the brightness of being a man and is the controlling

mechanism of mental activities. In that sense, spirit holds the uppermost

position in a man. Among the visceral organs, the Heart is the organ that

governs spirit. The five viscera have their own spirits. The Heart possesses

spirit. The Lungs have corporeal soul, and the Liver has ethereal soul. The

Spleen possesses reflection, and the Kidney controls willpower. If viscera

are not supplied by gi, then the spirit of the viscera will escape from the

body, resulting in death. 

Various types of spirit disorders are covered in DongUiBoGam:fearful

throbbing, palpitations, forgetfulness, startling, epilepsy, madness, status

change and loss of wealth. 

Palpitations may arise from over-thinking, being surprised or from fear.

Sometimes, palpitations can also be caused by drinking too much water,

eating less or having water stuck in the pit of the Stomach during a cold-

induced disease. 

Forgetfulness means forgetting recent actions and not being able to

recall the memory at all. To treat forgetfulness, use herbs to tonify the

yang of the Heart and blood, soothe the Spleen and pacify the mind. One

needs to rest in a serene area, stay away from worries and avoid the six

external pathogens and seven emotional disturbances. 

Startling occurs without significant surprise, and the Heart palpitates

hard without stimulus, due to phlegm attacking the Heart. Here, one

needs to use phlegm-dissolving herbs. Epilepsy is often referred to as a

fetal disorder. When pregnant women receive shocks, the fetus is

influenced. If a mother is severely surprised, then the gi can neither

ascend nor descend, and epilepsy arises from the mixture of essence and

gi. Epilepsy is the result of phlegm rising. When phlegm ascends, the gi in
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nine gi refers to the nine changes of gi. Gi thrusts up in anger, droops in

joy, wears out in sadness, hangs in fear, constricts in cold, discharges in

heat, becomes disorderly in shock, consumes in fatigue and stagnates

when thinking too much. Ways to treat these nine gi include suppressing

the rising gi, uplifting the prolapsed gi, warming the cold, cooling the heat,

calming the startled mind, strengthening the weakness, loosening the

lump, fighting excess joy with fright and overcoming sadness with joy. The

fourth is center gi, defined as the excess of the five emotions of joy, anger,

worry, pensiveness and fear, as gi surges up with manifestations of a deep

pulse, chills and lack of saliva in the mouth. One needs to differentiate

between the treatment of center gi and stroke. Giving center gi-treating

herbs to stroke patients will do no harm, but stroke-treating herbs are

contraindicated for center gi patients. The fifth is ascent gi, which involves

symptoms that indicate the pathogenic gi in the Lung is rising. When gi

rises, exhalation increases, and inhalation decreases, causing rapid

breathing. The sixth type is precipitate gi, which refers to the bearing down

of gi. Seventh, shortness of breath is defined by rough breathing due to a

lack of gi strength. The key symptoms are panting and short breathing.

Eighth, lesser gi is interpreted as an extreme weakness of gi to the degree

that one is unable to speak. Gi is lacking in the Lung, leading to the

difficulty in breathing. Ninth, gi pain accompanies a stuffy chest with

distention and sharp pain. Gi pain is derived from the seven emotions or

from phlegm-rheum from food. Tenth, gi counterflow is the rising of gi

from the abdomen, a part of fire. Finally, the last type of disorder is gi

stagnation. It can be caused by the seven emotions, the six gi or by food

combined with a lack of fluid circulation, whereby clear and turbid vital

fluids intermingle to generate an accumulation that eventually becomes

phlegm. 
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8.1.2.1 Blood

According to DongUiBoGam, "blood is the gi of food that transforms into

a red substance, governs the five viscera, removes wastes from the six

bowels, and then enters the vessels to circulate throughout the body to

connect all of its parts." One's body is in good health when there is an

abundant volume of blood, and emaciation is the result when the volume

of blood is deficient.

Blood cooperates with gi, where blood acts as water and gi as wind. Gi

leads the way for blood. Thus, blood circulates well when gi moves well,

and both will stop circulating together. Warming the gi will invigorate

blood circulation, and a cooler gi will result in sluggish blood circulation.

Even the slightest blockage in gi circulation effect diminished blood

circulation.

There are three causes of blood-related disorders. The first cause is

damage to the blood from heat. The second cause is the seven emotions

of joy, anger, worry, pensiveness, sorrow, fright and fear. The third is an

uncontrolled lifestyle that leads to internal damage.

One is able to make a diagnosis from the color of the blood. First, one

can determine whether the blood is fresh or dated. Second, one can

presume which pathogen has affected the blood. Third, one can deduce

whether it is a yin or a yang condition. Finally, the color of blood in the stool

can determine the severity of disease. 

DongUiBoGam classifies blood disorders into a few categories. 

First, there is the blood amassment pattern蓄血證. Amassment is the

coagulation of blood. In febrile diseases, skin turns yellow, and feces

appear dark. A patient experiences forgetfulness and desires to brush

their teeth. The condition is mild during the day, but worsens at night. 

The second is blood collapse or blood desertion. In these conditions, the
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the head is in disharmony, and orifices are blocked. One cannot hear or

see, and falls from dizziness. One screams during an attack and foams at

the mouth when consciousness returns.

Madness is divided into mania, from too much yang, and withdrawal,

from too much yin. When mania first begins, one is sleepless, arrogant,

laughs excessively and likes to sing. If yang is extremely strong, one

undresses completely and sings in a high place, and climbs the roof. On

the other hand, one may untie one's hair and try to commit homicide.

Unlike mania, in withdrawal syndrome, stupidity is combined with

uncontrolled speech.

Other circumstances, such as a member of the nobility becoming a

peasant or losing their wealth suddenly, can also trigger an illness. The

person may experience a loss of appetite, become weary and lose weight.

Blood is reduced because of excess worry, and gi is also reduced as a

result of sadness.

8.1.2 Blood, dream, voice, speech, fluids, and phlegm:Contents
of volume two

In the second volume of internal medicine, the contents of blood, dream,

voice, speech, fluids and phlegm are discussed. They provide the key signs

for determining the body's internal conditions. Various bleeding patterns

indicate the status of blood; dreams are interpreted; one's voice is analyzed;

peculiarities of speech are all considered for diagnosing one's condition.

Fluids are interpreted by their external manifestations, and phlegm is a

non-physiological fluid generated inside the body.
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the body is not healthy. 

DongUiBoGam also explains the status of the body's yin and yang: desire

and the energies of visceral organs are reflected through dreams. If the

body has exuberant yin, then one dreams about crossing a large body of

water, which represents yin. If the body has exuberant yang, then one

dreams of a great fire, which represents yang. Exuberant energy in the

upper energizer can lead to a dream of flying, or a dream of falling can

result if the lower energizer is strong. One dreams of acquiring things if

hungry, and giving things away if the Stomach is full. Exuberant Liver gi

leads to a dream of being angry, while exuberant Lung gi is represented

as a dream of weeping from sorrow. Exuberant Heart gi can manifest as a

dream of laughing or as a scary dream, while exuberant Spleen gi often

leads to a dream of singing or having heavy limbs with limited movement. 

Insomnia is classified into three types by causes: deficient vexation,

overexcitement or over-pensiveness. Deficient vexation means there is

stuffiness in the chest and a feeling of uneasiness and results from a yin

deficiency with heat rising within. Overexcitement is caused by the Liver

being invaded by pathogenic gi. Insomnia from over-pensiveness literally

means being unable to sleep from thinking too much.

DongUiBoGam also suggests ways to sleep more pleasantly: 

First, sleep on one's sides with bent knees. This will tonify the Heart gi.

Second, always close one's mouth when sleeping at night. If the mouth is

open, then energy escapes through the mouth, and pathogenic gi enters. 

Third, cover the body with a thin blanket if on hotter days and a thick

blanket on colder days. 

Fourth, if insomnia is due to hunger, eat a little more. In the case of

insomnia from having a full Stomach, drink tea or go for a stroll and lay

down.
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body appears pale and the face lackluster. There may be a streak of blue

threads on the arms. Herbal prescriptions such as Samultang四物湯-

Siwutang in Chinese - are chosen for the treatment of blood collapse. 

The third is epistaxis, which results from various causes. Some claim

epistaxis is the result of the overrunning of blood into the brain, as the

nose is connected with the brain. Others believe that, in epistaxis, blood

comes from the Lungs, as the nose is also connected with the Lungs. 

The fourth category is the retching of blood and blood ejection. The

retching of blood is the vomiting of blood, accompanied by nausea. Blood

ejection occurs with a nauseated feeling.

The fifth category is the hacking and spitting of blood. Both are derived

from the Kidney, as the spitting of blood involves a mixture of phlegm and

blood, while hacking blood comes from the Adam's apple region. 

The sixth category is bloody urine and bloody stool. When heat resides in

the lower energizer, bloody urine is often manifested. Bloody stool occurs

when the yin energy accumulates inside and cannot move outward, and

then blood smears into the intestines and mixes with feces. This type of

blood is the result of stagnated circulation.

8.1.2.2 Dream

Dreaming is a phenomenon that results from the instability of spirit.

What are the instances of an unstable spirit? According to DongUiBoGam,

the spirit is unstable when pathogenic energy invades the body, or when

the body is in an unhealthy state. When pathogenic energy enters the

body, it wanders around and disrupts the ethereal and corporeal souls.

The results of the disruption are unstable sleep and dreams. Strange

dreams also occur if the ethereal and corporeal souls are loosened when
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explained that an accumulation of gi in the occiput of the head can result

in temporary muteness. Here, the hands and feet will be cold and

defecation will be difficult. 

In other instances, when vomiting and experiencing diarrhea after an

illness or undergoing a severe disorder, one may produce a voice, but be

too weak to generate speech. According to DongUiBoGam, this is not a

true hoarseness. It is interpreted as the Kidney energy rising upward but

being unable to communicate with the yang gi. A simple remedy to induce

voicing includes apricot seeds, cinnamon, tangerine peel, pear, sesame oil

and egg. 

8.1.2.4 Speech

In DongUiBoGam, all five visceral organs are claimed to be associated

with the voice, but the Lungs play the most important role in speech

production.

Gibberish is talking without thinking or without organization. Gibberish is

extended to include talking to oneself, talk in one's sleep, continuous

moaning, manic words and cursing. According to DongUiBoGam, all of

these symptoms are related to Stomach fire overacting on the Heart.

Speaking gibberish is also possible when the body is damaged by cold

energy. Pathogenic gi first invades the skin and then progresses to the

Lungs.

DongUiBoGam categorizes a lack of sound in speech into three types:

from being a mute, from either phlegm obstruction or blood collapse and

from extreme shock. The reason for the lack of sound must be examined

before a treatment is selected. DongUiBoGam emphasizes the

importance of the proper selection of prescriptions, as loss of speech may
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Fifth, turn off the light when going to bed. Your mind is unstable when

the light is lit.

Sixth, don't place hands on the chest. This leads to a higher chance of

having a nightmare.

8.1.2.3 Voice

Voice is not just the sounds that come out of the throat. The voice coming

out of the body is closely tied with other organs in the body. The Heart

manages the voice. The Lungs are the gate of the voice, and the Kidney its

source. When the external pathogens of wind, cold, heat and dampness

penetrate the Heart and Lung, then the voice is hindered. Weakness from

deficient Kidney energy also leads to a weakened voice. 

Voice provides an important clue in the determination of one's health

condition. A patient with low voice and frequent screaming from being

frightened has an illness embedded in the bone joints. An unclear voice

with murmured speech indicates an illness residing between the Heart

and diaphragm. If the voice is low, thin and long, then the illness is within

the head. 

Hoarseness of the voice can result from two causes. One is prolonged

coughing caused by damage to the larynx. A hoarse voice can also result

from shouting too loud, which is caused by the protective gi being too cold.

Muteness with a total loss of voice is also caused by two factors. One is

the inability to move the tongue, as seen in stroke patients. Here, sounds

come out of the throat, but patients are unable to talk due to a stiff tongue.

The other cause is a disorder of the larynx. One suffers from deficient

taxation with coughing and a loss of voice.

Sometimes, temporary muteness can occur. In DongUiBoGam, it is
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circulation of breaths and results in yawning. Illnesses manifesting in the

Gall Bladder also induce frequent yawning.

8.1.2.5 Fluids

In traditional medicine, the concept of fluids includes two substances.

"Jin津" - liquid - refers to a fluid that nourishes the tissues around the skin

and smears out when the sweat pores are open. If jin escapes the body, the

skin tissues lack fluid and obstruct the smooth opening and closing of the

sweat pores. This will induce excess sweating. "Aek液" - humor - enters

deep into the bones and acts as a lubricant, ensuring smooth bending and

stretching. Aek also benefits brain marrow and moistens the skin.

DongUiBoGam referred to the cyclic, natural pattern cited by Cheng Yi

Chuan程伊川 and Zhu Xi朱子 of New Confucianism, which arose during the

Song dynasty in China, as the theoretical foundation of fluids associated

with the concept of "water." Cheng Yi Chuan claimed that water is the

source of all matter, and Zhu Xi stated that water and fire are the initial

products of adjoining yin and yang, and that both water and fire are gi.

DongUiBoGam concurred with the above opinions and summarized them:

"Fluids are generated with the accumulation of gi." 

On the other hand, DongUiBoGam also states that water can be seen to

be the source of all matter by observing the phenomena that occur in the

body. "Saliva is secreted when one has a greedy mind; tears come out in

sorrow. Sweat breaks out when embarrassed, and semen when sexually

aroused." Possessing a secure and tranquil mind is considered the state

prior to the separation of yin and yang, also known as the Great Absolute.

The shifting of the mind that creates water is the formation of the

"beginning" from the Great Absolute太極. 
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be induced by phlegm, wind, unstable mind or deficiency of gi or blood.

The book lists other disorders related to speech:

Indistinctive speech often follows the suffering of a severe illness, as the

essential gi escapes from the body. 

Feeble speech is due to a weakness of chest energy, as one lacks

sufficient force to push out sound. With a weakness of gi, one dislikes

speaking.

Cursing in a loud voice is often attributed to weakened or disconnected

Liver and Gall Bladder energy. Torn tendon results in a similar pattern.

The inability to stop laughing comes from excessive Heart fire. Disorders

of the Heart are manifested as redness of the face, dry lips and having a

liking for laughing. 

If the illness in the Foot Yangmyeong足陽明 - Yang Ming in Chinese -

meridian is severe, one will likely hike to a high place and sing. Singing

and weeping are possible symptoms of a manic and withdrawn state. 

Moaning is a sign of internal fatigue being expressed outward. Moaning is

the sound of internal pain. 

Yawning is derived from the Kidney. The face complexion becomes

dusky when the disorder is in the Kidney, accompanied by fear and

frequent yawning. Yawning is also common in the early stages of malaria

and also in cases of gi deficiency.

Sneezing is the result of the yang gi circulating well and filling the Heart.

An ample amount of yang gi from the Heart coming out through the nose

results in sneezing. Basically, sneezing is the sound of gi escaping the

body because of a nose itch.

Belching occurs when overflowing gi in the Stomach leaves the body.

The Heart is strained by excess worrying, and a strained Heart will lead

to the shrinkage of the occiput of the head, which hinders the smooth
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vastly different from spontaneous sweating. Night, when most people

sleep, is considered the yin time, but even daytime naps count, since the

body is inactive. Night sweating is caused by a yin deficiency and should be

treated as a blood deficiency. However, night sweating in children may not

be treated satisfactorily by tonifying the yin aspect of the body. Young

children in their growing years are prone to generate heat that opens but

does not close the sweat pores. Herbal medications such as

Yanggyeoksan凉膈散 and Samhwangwon三黃元, which clear heat, work

well for heat-induced sweating in children. 

As the head is located at the top of the body, all of the body's yang gi

accumulates in the head. When pathogenic gi encounters yang gi, bodily

fluids ascend, and sweating takes place from the head. Pathogenic gi

enters the body if yang gi is deficient. The most profound method of

treatment is the fortification of yang energy.

Heart sweating refers to sweating that occurs only around the Heart

when excess thinking has injured the Heart.

Sweating of the palms and soles are caused by fluids diffusing from the

Stomach.

Sweating from the scrotum is caused by the deficient Kidney and the

regression of yang gi. In other words, this is seen with the degeneration of

male sexual vigor. 

Bloody sweat, also known as red sweat, occurs when excessive joy

affects the Heart. When the gi dissipates, blood diffuses at the same time.

Yellow sweating is a phenomenon triggered by taking a bath while

sweating and will give clothes a yellow tint.

In case of leaking sweat, one has to wear more than one layer of clothing

due to severe sweating, which can be induced by eating. If the condition is

severe, the symptoms will be a high fever, panting and a dry mouth and
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Fluids conveyed to the five viscera change into different forms. They turn

to tears in the Liver, sweat in the Heart, flowing saliva in the Spleen and

mucus in the Lungs, and in the Kidney, fluids become saliva that

accumulates in the mouth.

Tears, sweat, running saliva, mucus and saliva in the mouth all have

different origins and are excreted for particular reasons. Further

explanation can be found in the book. 

The eyes are located near where fluids ascend, and the nose is near

where gi enters and exits. When grief or excess worry is experienced,

there is a shift in the mind that will cause all the organs and bowels in the

body to move. This leads to further movement of the meridians and fluid

pathways, causing the excretion of tears and mucus.

Sweating occurs when the dampness and heat inside the body collide,

creating a fluid reminiscent to the production of steam. 

Salivating in the mouth is triggered by the opening of the salivary glands.

The salivary glands open when the Stomach extends, which is caused by

the movement of parasites, due to heat in the Stomach. Saliva in the

mouth is excreted by the salivary glands around the teeth. It is a precious

fluid necessary to the maintenance of life; thus, it must be conserved well.

Of the five types of fluids, sweat is the most meaningful in clinical

applications, as it has the most vivid external manifestation. One can

induce a treatment strategy from the quality and quantity of sweat. 

Spontaneous sweating and night sweating do not occur simultaneously,

as they arise in different circumstances. Spontaneous sweating usually

occurs during the daytime because of a lack of yang gi. The treatment of

spontaneous sweating involves the fortification of the protective gi

governing the yang gi that flows on the outer part of the body, in order to

control the opening and closing of the sweat pores. Night sweating is
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without going through a normal transformation. These masses are known as

phlegm. DongUiBoGamcovers phlegm extensively after the section on fluids.

DongUiBoGam divides non-physiological fluids into three kinds: phlegm,

drool and rheum. Phlegm hides in the Pericardium channel, and then

enters the Lung through the circulation of gi. It is expectorated by

coughing. Drool is condensed in the Spleen and overflows into the gi

circulation, exiting through the mouth. Rheum is generated in the

Stomach and is excreted by vomiting. All three appear to be phlegm, but

they are distinguishable depending on their place of origin. 

DongUiBoGam also separates phlegm and rheum based on whether the

substance is clear or turbid. Phlegm is created when the fluids are under

heat; thus, it is turbid. Rheum is produced under dispersed water intake;

thus, it is clear in nature. These should not be confused. 

DongUiBoGam classifies rheum disorders into eight types and phlegm

disorders into ten types. Rheum disorders are classified by the region of

onset, whereas phlegm disorders are classified by the cause of their onset.

Rising phlegm and masses of phlegm were added to the descriptions.

The following are the types of phlegm disorders: 

Wind phlegm is created by wind. Hemiplegia, head tremors, dizziness,

stuffy chest, spasms and skin tremors are possible symptoms. 

Cold phlegm is accompanied by a bone impediment, the inability to use

the limbs freely, pricking pain without heat vexation and stagnated cold

energy.

Damp phlegm is caused by damp. The body feels heavy and lethargic,

and lassitude and emaciation are also seen.

Heat damp is generated by the fire energy. Heat vexation causes phlegm

to dry up with heat rising to the face, as well as a clogged throat, leading to

a seizure. There is pain under the epigastrium, and palpitations may also
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throat. In addition, the patient will always have wet clothing and be unable

to engage in physical labor. 

Sweating does not stop in the case of a collapse in yang, when true yang

will escape the body and cause chills. The practitioner should observe the

patient carefully before deciding to initiate treatment. The signs of a poor

prognosis are a stuffy chest accompanied by a cyanic face and loose skin.

The signs of a good prognosis are a yellow complexion and warm hands

and feet.

A lack of sweating can be seen after excess bleeding or in instances of

both yin and yang deficiency or exuberance. 

Expiry sweating and oily sweat are other types of sweating. Expiry

sweating is the result of all six yang energies disconnecting

simultaneously, causing sweat that looks like beads. If expiry sweating

occurs in the morning, then the patient will pass away in the evening.

Expiry sweating in the evening will be followed by death the next morning.

Oily sweat also indicates a critical condition and occurs when the Spleen gi

stops functioning. 

DongUiBoGam recommends not spitting out saliva, as this only does

harm to the body. The fluid in the mouth is precious. According to the

book, saving one's saliva throughout the day and swallowing will maintain

the essential gi and brightens the face and eyes.

8.1.2.6 Phlegm

DongUiBoGam claims "nine out of 10 common disorders are caused by

phlegm." That is, phlegm-derived illnesses are numerous.

Under normal circumstances, fluids in the body turn into blood or lymph.

They may also be excreted, but masses of fluids may remain in the body
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Phlegm disorders are stubborn. DongUiBoGam states, "There is a

tendency to be unable to understand phlegm disorders, regardless of

ancient or current texts." The book mentions three special features to be

used in the diagnosis of phlegm disorders: First, determine the severity of

disorder by the state of the phlegm. Second, specifically analyze the

wandering phlegm-rheum pattern. Third, do not confuse the phlegm

disorder with a spiritual condition.

8.1.3 Five viscera and six bowels: Liver, Heart, Spleen, Lung,
Kidney, Gall Bladder, Stomach, Small Intestine, Large
Intestine, Urinary Bladder, Triple Burner, uterus, and
parasites: Contents of volume three

Heo Jun established this section to arrange accurate knowledge of the five

viscera and six bowels. Before dealing with the five organs individually, he

emphasized the mutual relationship between them. The primary interest

lies in the definitions of the viscera and bowels, relationships between them,

and how their internal aspects are tied with the external part of the body.

The uterus and parasites were also added to this section, even though they

are not part of the viscera and the bowels. Still, since they are essential

parts of the body, they were included in the same section. In Taoism,

parasites are considered part of the body for their importance.

8.1.3.1 Five viscera and six bowels

The viscera and bowels are also known as "jangbu" in traditional
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be felt.

Stagnant phlegm is produced when heat phlegm becomes stuck

between the Heart and the Lung, and expectoration is difficult. The hair

appears lackluster, and the facial complexion resembles dried-up bone.

The throat and mouth are dry from coughing and dyspnea. 

Gi phlegm arises from the blockage of the seven emotions. Phlegm is

stuck in the throat and feels like a cotton ball that cannot be expectorated

nor swallowed. The chest is stuffy and bloated.

Food phlegm results from undigested food. A mass is created inside,

causing stuffiness in the abdomen. 

Alcohol phlegm is generated when the alcohol consumed is not digested

or by drinking a tea after consuming alcohol. With alcohol phlegm, one

vomits after drinking, suffers a loss of appetite and vomits water brash.

Fright phlegm is created when the phlegm accumulates in the chest or

stomach. Excruciating pain can come with convulsions that may lead to an

epileptic seizure. This is commonly seen in women.

Phlegm reversal, phlegm mass and phlegm lump are other types of

phlegm.

Phlegm reversal is triggered when the body is deficient and attacked by

the cold pathogen. The hands and feet will be cold. Other manifestations

include numbness, vertigo and a deep, thin pulse. 

Phlegm mass occurs when external damp phlegm accumulates

between the skin and the fascia layer. Phlegm-rheum may be seen on the

chest, back, head and neck, armpit and groin, waist and thigh, and hands

and feet. The affected regions may swell tightly with pain and harden like

a rock. There is no pus inside, but a clear or burgundy fluid can ooze out.

Phlegm lump is a condition characterized by the sensation that

something is in the throat and cannot be expectorated nor swallowed.
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ears are part of the Kidney, and the Kidney energy must be harmonized to

hear five sounds. With Kidney disorders, the malar area and the face turn

grayish, and the ears dry up. 

The five viscera and six bowels have intimate relationships.

DongUiBoGam mentions that if a certain organ is disordered, then

treating its associated organ can induce a faster recovery. For example, as

the Heart is connected with the Gall Bladder, warming the Gall Bladder

will treat palpitations of the Heart. If the body shivers a lot under manic

withdrawal from Gall Bladder disorders, tonification of the Heart is

advised. The Liver is connected with the Large Intestine, so in case of Liver

disease, one must focus on opening the passage of the Large Intestine.

This works reciprocally for disorders of the Large Intestine. As the Spleen

and Small Intestine are connected, fire from the Small Intestine must be

extinguished when the Spleen is diseased. Disorders of the Small

Intestine are treated by tonifying the Spleen. The Lung and Urinary

Bladder are connected; therefore, in case of Lung disorders, the water

from the Urinary Bladder must be cleared. In case of Urinary Bladder

disorders, clearing the Lung energy will alleviate the condition. Since the

Kidney and Triple Energizer are connected, the Triple Energizer should be

harmonized in case of a disorder of the Kidney, and the Kidney tonified

when the Triple Energizer is not functioning. 

8.1.3.2 Liver

The Liver is made up of two large lobes and one small lobe. The left Liver

is further partitioned into three lobes, and the right side into four lobes.

The shape resembles cracking tree bark, and channels run along the

leaf-shaped area. 
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Oriental medicine, and they are divided into yin and yang. The five viscera -

Liver, Heart, Spleen, Lung and Kidney - are yin organs. The six bowels -

Gall Bladder, Stomach, Small Intestine, Large Intestine, Urinary Bladder

and Triple Burner - are yang organs. While each organ has its specific

function, they are generally categorized as either yin or yang, since the

major functions can be roughly divided into two. In general, the five viscera

possess essential gi, spiritual gi, blood gi and corporeal and ethereal

souls. The six bowels digest food and circulate fluids. Since the viscera

possess essential gi and excrete nothing, one can never have an excess of

essential gi.

Each viscus and bowel is paired together. The Lung is paired with the

Large Intestine. The Heart is paired with the Small Intestine. The Liver is

paired with the Gall Bladder. The Spleen is paired with the Stomach. The

Kidney is paired with the Urinary Bladder. The Triple energizer, also

known as the "bowel of the central ditch," is the lone bowel without a

mate. However, as it is connected with the path for draining water, it is

part of the Urinary Bladder.

The five viscera are located internally, but they are connected with the

seven orifices of the face. The nose is part of the Lung, as the Lung energy

must be harmonized for one to smell a scent. A disorder of the Lung will

result in a shortness of breath and the opening of nostrils.

The eyes are part of the Liver, and the Liver energy must be harmonized

to distinguish five colors. The edge of the eyelid turns purple with the Liver

disorders. The tongue is part of the Heart, and the Heart energy must be

harmonized to distinguish five tastes. The length of the tongue shortens,

and malar flush occurs when there is a disorder in the Heart. The mouth

is part of the Spleen, and the Spleen energy must be harmonized to

properly taste food. With disorders of the Spleen, the lips turn yellow. The
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sitting up straight, pressing on your stomach area and tilting your body to

the side three to five times will eliminate stagnation, wind pathogen and

toxicity built up in the Liver.

8.1.3.3 Heart

The Heart resembles the shape of an unblossomed lotus flower. It is

larger at the top and pointy at the bottom, and attaches to the Lung upside

down. The Pericardium surrounds the Heart. There are nine holes (or

seven) in the center of the Heart where the spirit resides. The Heart

weighs about a pound. A very wise person has seven holes in the Heart

with three hairs. Moderately wise person has five holes with two hairs, and

a not-so-wise person has three holes and one hair. 

The Heart controls the summer season. The South creates heat, and

heat leads to fire. The fire leads to bitterness, and bitterness begets the

Heart. Features associated with the Heart include heat in the sky, fire on

the earth, vessels in the body, the color red, the sound of laughter, the

tongue, bitter tastes, the emotion of joy, the fluids of sweat, the smell of

burning, the number seven and so forth. The Heart is closely linked with

other visceral organs so that disorders in other viscera are conveyed to

the Heart. 

A blushed complexion with soft skin indicates a smaller Heart, while

rough skin may indicate a larger Heart. In people without epigastric

bulges, the Heart is located high in the chest. A short epigastric bulge

means the Heart is located low in the chest. A strong epigastric bulge

indicates a strong Heart, whereas a weak epigastric bulge indicates a

feeble Heart. 

When pathogenic energy resides in the Heart, the Heart is painful with
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The Liver manages the spring season. The meridians of Foot Gworeum

足厥陰 and Foot Soyang足少陽 govern the day of the "First Heavenly Stem甲

日" and "Second Heavenly Stem乙日." The East generates the wind that

gives rise to wood energy. Wood energy leads the way to sourness, and

sourness generates the Liver. The Liver pertains to the Soyang少陽 of yin

channels and connects with spring.

Many things we encounter on a daily basis are tied with the Liver. The

Liver is associated with the natural characteristics of the wind in the sky,

the trees on the ground, the muscles and tendons in the body, the opening

of the eyes, the emotion of anger, the fluid of tears, the sound of shouting,

the color blue, sour tastes, nails and so forth. 

Since the Liver is located inside the body, it cannot be visualized, but its

size, location and conditions can be estimated based on exterior

manifestations. A bluish tint on the face with soft skin may indicate a

smaller Liver, while rough skin may suggest a larger Liver. 

The Liver is damaged when one falls from a great height and the blood is

stagnated, or when Liver gi rises but fails to descend, and accumulates in

the flanks. When pathogenic energy is in the Liver, both flanks are sore

with even lower abdominal pain. Lack of Liver gi leads to fear and an

excess leads to anger. Liver deficiency can also manifest as blurry vision

and decreased hearing. 

The Liver dislikes being pulled, and one needs to consume sweets to

relieve the tension. Licorice, white rice, beef and jujubes are good choices.

The Liver likes the dispersal of energy, and eating spicy food will help

dissipate the energy.

To strengthen the Liver, on the first day of January, February and March

of the lunar calendar, sit facing east, clap your teeth three times, inhale

the clear air nine times and hold your breath for 90 inhalations. In addition,
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Injury to the Spleen is manifested with a sallow complexion, belching,

pensiveness and the ability to taste well. There will be a weakness in the

limbs, and all five viscera will experience discomfort. An excess of the

Spleen will lead to its enlargement and difficulty in urination.

The following regimen methods are administered to strengthen the

Spleen: Sit comfortably with one leg straight and the other leg bent.

Extend both arms behind the body and pull them three times and five

times, respectively. Then, kneel down, place both hands firmly on the

ground and rotate the neck forcefully. This will dissipate the stagnation

and wind pathogen from the Spleen, and digestion will be improved.

8.1.3.5 Lung

The Lung resembles the shape of the shoulder and comprises two open

lobes and several smaller lobes. There are 24 holes in the Lung that send

clear energy to other organs. 

The Lung governs the fall season. The direction west gives rise to

dryness, and dryness leads the way to metal, which yields a pungent

substance. Pungency generates the Lung. 

Some of the characteristics attributed to the Lung include dryness in the

heaven, metal on the ground, the skin and hair of the body, the color white,

the sound of weeping, the nose, a pungent taste, worry, a runny nose, a

fishy smell, the number nine, a grain of rice and so forth. 

A person with a pale face and soft skin will have a small Lung, while

those with rough skin will have a stronger Lung. In a person with wide

shoulders, a protruding chest and a short neck, the Lung will be

positioned high, while expanded ribs indicate a distended Lung. Robust

shoulders and back represent a strong Lung. Narrow shoulders and back
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grief and descends from vertigo. A Heart deficiency leads to sorrow and

an excess to continuous laughter.

To strengthen the Heart, on the first and fifteenth day of April and May of

the lunar calendar, sit facing south, clap the teeth nine times and swallow

your saliva. Meditate silently and hold your breath for 30 inhalations. 

8.1.3.4 Spleen

The Spleen shapes like a horseshoe and surrounds the Stomach duct. It

is located below the Stomach, assisting in digestion. The Stomach

receives the food, and the Spleen digests it. 

The Spleen represents the earth element and controls late summer.

Dampness is created in the middle and gives rise to the earth. The earth

energy yields sweetness, and sweetness leads the way for the creation of

the Spleen.

Dampness is classified as the likeness of the Spleen in the sky and of

earth for the ground. Things associated with the Spleen are the flesh and

muscle of the body, the mouth, a sweet taste, thinking, the fluids of saliva,

the lips, fragrant smells, the number five and so forth.

The Spleen acts to expedite the process of protective energy in absorbing

food. The condition of the Spleen can be determined by an examination of

the lips and tongue. A person with soft skin of a yellowish hue will likely

have a smaller Spleen, whereas rough skin suggests a larger Spleen. The

Spleen is located higher than normal if one has raised lips, and in a lower

location if the lips are sunken. Solid lips suggest a strong Spleen, while

soft lips likely suggest a weak Spleen. If the upper and lower lips are

parallel, then the Spleen will have a normal shape and position. However,

deviated lips indicate a deviated Spleen.
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black, the sound of moaning, the orifice of ears, a salty taste, fear, saliva,

hair of the head, rotten smells, the number six, grains of beans and so

forth. 

When the Kidney is invaded by pathogenic energy, there is a pain in the

bones, as well as yin impediment syndrome. Under the yin impediment,

the abdomen swells up and is accompanied by headache, difficult

defecation, shoulder and neck pain and dizziness. A Kidney deficiency is

manifested as abdominal bloating, knee swelling, shortness of breath,

coughing, listlessness, excess sweating when sleeping and a dislike of

wind. 

The following regimen method can strengthen the Kidney:Sit straight,

raise both arms past both ears and return them to the flank three to five

times. Place the hands on the chest and open them to the sides three to

five times. Then hop sideways ten times. This will clear away the wind

pathogen and stagnation in the organ.

8.1.3.7 Gall Bladder

The Gall Bladder controls the armpit. It is dark in color and resembles

the shape of a hanging gourd. The Gall Bladder is attached to a small lobe

of the Liver and has no dedicated orifice. It holds a half liter of clear fluid,

which is a remnant of energy from the Liver and causes more vivid sight.

The Gall Bladder is the bowel of clarity and is connected with the eyes. 

The condition of the Gall Bladder is reflected in the fingernails and

toenails. If the nails are thick and yellowish, then the Gall Bladder is stout,

whereas thin and pale nails suggest a deficient Gall Bladder. If the nails

are large and bluish, this may indicate a tight Gall Bladder, while soft and

reddish-tinted nails may indicate distention. Straight, whitish nails without
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likely suggest deficient Lung energy.

If pathogenic gi is in the Lung, there is a feeling of soreness in the skin

accompanied by chills and fever, shortness of breath, sweating and a

body-shaking cough. With a deficiency in Lung energy, breathing through

the nose is difficult and respiration feeble. An excess in the Lung is

manifested by panting and breathing with the neck tilted backward.

The following methods may be used to strengthen the Lung:Sit on the

floor and place both hands on the ground. Crouch and lift the body facing

up five times to dissipate the wind pathogen in the Lung and relieve

fatigue. Make fists and pound on the right and left sides of the backbone

three to five times to eliminate the wind toxin. Then, hold respiration, close

the eyes, swallow the saliva, tap the teeth three times and terminate the

exercise. 

8.1.3.6 Kidney

The Kidney is in the shape of two kidney beans facing each other, and

they are attached to the back. The exterior part is covered with lipid, and

the inside of the Kidney mostly stores an essence. Unlike other viscera,

the Kidney is made of two organs. However, only the left Kidney is

considered a kidney, and the right Kidney is called the "Gate of Life命門."

The gate of life stores the mind and generates the source energy. Men

store semen in the gate of life, and it is also the position of a woman's

uterus. 

The Kidney governs the winter season. North creates coldness, and

coldness gives rise to water. Water leads the way to saltiness, and

saltiness creates the Kidney. Some of the characteristics associated with

the Kidney include coldness in the sky, water on the ground, the color
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abundance of the source gi in the Stomach corresponds to a good appetite

and to the ability to digest well. When both Spleen and Stomach energy

are strong, one is able to eat well, enabling the attainment of a proper

weight. However, when both Spleen and Stomach energy are deficient,

one becomes emaciated. In certain instances, one gains weight without

ingesting an ample amount of food, but in these cases, the limbs lack

sufficient strength. 

8.1.3.9 Small Intestine

The Stomach digests the ingested foods and sends the remains to its

lower orifice, which continues to the upper opening of the Small Intestine.

The area adjoining the Stomach and Small Intestine is known as the

pylorus. The remains entering the Small Intestine are further divided into

clear and turbid substances, as the clear enters the bladder and the turbid

enters the Large Intestine.

The condition of the Small Intestine is evident from the thickness of the

lips and the length of the philtrum. Disorders of the Small Intestine may

cause the feeling of pain in the lower abdomen and stirrup bone, and

discomfort of the scrotum. In addition, there may be a heat sensation in

the front of the ears. Diarrhea is another possible manifestation of a Small

Intestine disorder. 

8.1.3.10 Large Intestine

The Large Intestine is also known as the rectum. It is 6.3 meters long,

weighs 1.6 kilograms and is wound into 16 knots to the right. There are

major creases on the top and bottom, and the lower end is connected to
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cracks indicate the Gall Bladder is positioned properly. Nails with a dark

hue and many markings are caused by stagnation in the Gall Bladder. 

The Gall Bladder is in charge of controlling courage and will be injured

by sudden fright and surprise. Deficiency in the Gall Bladder may even

cause fear that hinders one from sleeping alone, while excess in the Gall

Bladder is manifested as temperament and hypersomnia. 

To strengthen the Gall Bladder, sit in a comfortable position and put the

soles of the feet together. With two hands, pull the ankles and flex and

extend the legs three to five times. When you finish the exercise, lift the

body with two hands and exert a force on the waist and back three to five

times in order to release the wind-pathogen from the Gall Bladder. 

8.1.3.8 Stomach

The Stomach is the gathering place of food, gi and blood. It acts as the

sea of all the viscera and bowels, as they all receive food energy via the

Stomach. When the food substance enters the Stomach, then the

Stomach fills up and the Intestines become empty. On the other hand, the

Stomach is empty when the intestine becomes full. This is the mechanism

behind the correct ascent and descent of energy for the prevention of any

disorders in the body.

The condition of the Stomach is manifested on the elbows and the flesh

behind the knees. If these areas are large and strong, then the Stomach is

also strong. If they are small, the Stomach is weak and distended.

Disorders of the Stomach are characterized by a feeling of fullness in the

abdomen with pain around the CV12 area. The flanks of both sides are

tender, and food retention occurs easily. Abdominal bloating results from

excess in the meridian, while diarrhea is common in deficiency. An
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and excretes it from the body. It is also known as "the house of bladder."

The condition of excretion through the Urinary Bladder is manifested in

the nostrils. If the skin of the nostrils is soft yet firm, then the Triple

Energizer and Urinary Bladder are healthy. If the skin is rough and thin,

then the Triple Energizer and Urinary Bladder are brittle. If the sweat

pores are loose, then the Triple Energizer and Urinary Bladder are

droopy. If the skin is tight without much hair, then the Triple Energizer and

Urinary Bladder are tight. The Triple Energizer and Urinary Bladder are

normal if the hair is smooth and thick. Scarce hair indicates a fastened

Triple Energizer and Urinary Bladder.

Disorders of the Urinary Bladder are manifested as swelling of the lower

abdomen with pain upon pressure. There is a desire to urinate, but the

inability to excrete. If heat accumulates in the lower energizer, then the

lower abdomen experiences fullness and excruciating pain from an

inability to urinate. If coldness accumulates in the lower energizer, one

salivates excessively from overflowing damp-phlegm and enuresis occurs

with dripping of the urine.

8.1.3.12 Triple Energizer

The Triple Energizer三焦 refers to upper, middle and lower energizers

combined. The Triple Energizer is known as the "drainage ditch" and governs

fluids in the body, but each energizer, or energizer, has specific functions.

The upper energizer is like a fog, the middle like a lump of foam, and the

lower like a ditch. The upper energizer keeps the area between the skin

and flesh warm with yang energy, which resembles the dewing of fog. The

upper energizer works in conjunction with cardiopulmonary system.

The middle energizer transforms the taste of food into essential energy,
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the anus. 

The condition of the Large Intestine can be deduced from an examination

of the length of the nose. Skin is another determining factor: Thick skin

means the Intestine is thick, while thin skin reflects a thin Intestine. Loose

skin means the Intestine is thick and long, and tight skin means the

intestine is thin and short. Smooth skin reflects a straight Intestine.

Intermingled skin and flesh indicates an abnormal curvature of the

Intestine.

When suffering from a disorder in the Large Intestine, one may

experience severe pain inside the abdomen with borborygmus. Invasion of

cold pathogen in the winter will lead to immediate diarrhea accompanied

by pain around the navel and the inability to stand for long. This results

from pathogenic energy in the abdomen.

The Stomach dislikes heat and prefers cool temperatures, while the

opposite is true for the Large Intestine. In order to achieve proper

harmony inside the Stomach, it is important to control the intake of warm

and cool foods, and the putting on of clothes. It is contraindicated to eat

food at boiling temperatures or extremely cold food that makes the teeth

chilly. Even when wearing warm clothing, one should not dress to induce

sweating. Properly controlling the body temperature will sustain the

original gi and will prevent the invasion of pathogenic gi. 

8.1.3.11 Urinary Bladder

The Urinary Bladder is known as the "bowel" of fluids, since it holds the

water. Urine in the bladder is active when CV6 receives the gi, and

difficulty in urination is experienced when CV6 is deficient in energy. The

Urinary Bladder transforms the fluid from the Small Intestine into urine
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Menstruation should start at the age of 14, and menopause should set in

at the age of 49. However, menstruation that begins later than 14 is

considered delayed sexual maturation. On the other hand, if a woman

continues to menstruate past the age of 49, it is considered a disorder.

Menstruating every three months is acceptable, while once a year is a

serious disorder. Women with irregular menstrual cycles throughout

their lifetimes will suffer from various disorders late in life. 

DongUiBoGam classifies irregular menstruation into four categories.

The first is an accelerated or delayed menstrual cycle and an uneven

volume of flow. Accelerated menstruation results from heat factors,

whereas a delayed cycle is caused by deficiency. The second is irregularity

in the flow volume. A reduced volume may be attributed to reduced fluids

in the body from diarrhea or excess urination. An increase in the flow may

be accompanied by pain, fatigue, hard stool and reduced sweating. The

third category is a lack of menstruation for more than a month. The

discontinuation of menstruation is associated with a blockage of the

uterus, which is connected with the Heart. Amenhorrea may result from

over-thinking or excessive worrying, or even when a girl yearns for a boy.

Menstruation may also halt under the conditions of Stomach weakness,

emaciation and lack of bodily fluids. The fourth category is a discharge

outside the menstrual cycle. There may be a sudden discharge or bloody

urination. This indicates disconnection and yang gi movement in the

uterine vessel network.

Herbal prescriptions such as Chokyeogsan調經 are given to regulate

menstruation, and Samultang四物湯 is given for discontinued

menstruation.

Other types of menstrual disorders are flooding and spotting. Flooding is

a sudden discharge of a heavy volume, and spotting is bleeding in a
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sends it to the Lung to become blood and circulates in the meridian to

provide nutrition to the visceral organs and the entire body. The middle

energizer is like foam and works together with the Spleen and Stomach.

The lower energizer controls the timely excretion of urine and stool, and

unblocks stagnated pathways. Thus, its functions resemble those of a

ditch. The functions of the lower energizer are associated with the Liver

and Kidney. 

If a disease is in the Triple Energizer, then the abdomen becomes full,

with a tightened lower abdomen and difficulty in urination. In severe

cases, ascites builds up, and the abdomen swells. Since the upper

energizer is like a fog, accumulating fog will result in dyspnea. This occurs

when the upper energizer can only excrete the energy and not absorb any.

Problems in the middle energizer inhibit the passage of the energy

without being able to descend or receive, resulting in abdominal fullness.

As the lower energizer is like a ditch, disorders here will result in swelling. 

8.1.3.13 Uterus

The word "uterus" in Oriental medicine pertains not only to the womb,

but also extends to the idea of a "gate of life." The uterus is the source

where life is conceived. The conception of a life is not an action of the five

elements, but another name for heaven and earth, meaning that the life

originates from the earth. In this chapter, DongUiBoGam covers various

disorders associated with menstruation and allocates pregnancy to a

separate volume of Miscellaneous disorders, in the chapter of

Gynecology.

Menstruation and pregnancy are produced by the penetrating vessel and

conception vessel of the abdomen converging into the uterus.
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children.

Other parasitic conditions include intermittent pain in the chest and

vomiting ascaris with the intake of food. DongUiBoGam prescribes

Anjoong-san安中散 to relieve the pain, and herbs should be given to warm

up the Stomach and prevent the vomiting of ascaris.

The word "consumption" refers to fatigue from weariness. It pertains to

modern day tuberculosis. Symptoms listed in DongUiBoGam for

consumption are "fever, cold sweat, hemoptysis, phlegm and diarrhea,"

which coincide with the symptoms of tuberculosis. Another name for

consumption is corpse transmission. This reflects its infectious nature. If

one member of the family dies from consumption, then another person

will die from the same disorder. Consumption is conveyed through

clothing and food. If one member of the family is infected, then virtually

everyone in the family will be unable to escape death. Therefore,

DongUiBoGam recommends keeping away from the patient and prohibits

attending the funeral. Six manifestations are seen with consumption:tidal

fever, cold sweat, hemoptysis, phlegm-induced cough, loss of semen and

diarrhea. 

8.1.4 Urination and defecation: Contents of volume four

The last portion of internal medicine deals with urination and defecation.

These two are waste materials that yield important information for the

analysis of the internal conditions of the body. These two are discussed last

for this purpose.
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minute quantity without cease.

Fluor is divided into leukorrhea and xanthorrhea. Leukorrhea results

from heat entering the Large Intestine, while wanthorrhea results from

invasion of heat into the Small Intestine. DongUiBoGam cites a disorder of

the conception vessel and girdling vessels for both types of fluor, as

excess fluid discharged from damp-heat coagulates in these two vessels.

8.1.3.14 Parasites

The chapter on parasites deals with parasites and tuberculosis-inducing

consumptive worms. Nine types of parasites are latent parasite,

roundworm, white worm, flesh worm, lungworm, stomach worm, weak

worm, red worm and pinworm. Of all types, the latent parasite is the

largest. Roundworms are about a foot long and can penetrate the Heart,

leading to death. White worms are about an inch long, but can grow

longer with reproduction. White worms can also be fatal. Flesh worms

resemble a squashed apricot and cause chest fullness. Lungworms look

similar to silk worms and cause hiccoughing and vomiting, as well as

chest discomfort. Lungworms have an affinity for mud, raw rice, salt,

ginger, pepper and so forth. Weak worms look like the inside of a

cucumber and generate phlegm. Red worms resemble raw meat and

cause abdominal pain. Pinworms resemble vegetable worms; they are

extremely thin and small, reside in the Large Intestine and induce

hemorrhoid. 

Suffering from a parasite accumulation is likely caused by improper

regimen while being hungry. Eating raw fish with alcohol and eating

undercooked beef and lamb give rise to various parasites in the body.

Parasites resemble the shape of a worm and are more common in
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of holding the urination intentionally or holding the urination when eating

too much or engaging in sexual activities. 

Another serious condition involves vomiting thought the mouth and the

inability to urinate. When pathogenic gi is in the bowels, the yang pulse is

not smooth. Unevenness of the yang pulse will lead to gi stagnation,

resulting in excess yang pulse. When pathogenic gi is in the viscera, the

yin pulse is not smooth. Unevenness of the yang pulse will lead to blood

stasis, resulting in excess yin pulse. There are instances of an exuberance

of yin gi that is unable to harmonize with the yang gi and of an exuberance

of yang gi that is unable to harmonize with the yin gi. In either case, the

patient will not be able to reach longevity. 

Enuresis is a term that refers to a disorder of involuntary urination,

resulting from the bladder's inability to constrict. When both the Kidney

and the Urinary Bladder are deficient, the bladder opens by itself and

urine leaks out of the urethra. 

Strangury condition is defined by dribbling of the urine with painful

urination. Strangury occurs due to deficiency in the Kidney and heat in the

Urinary Bladder. Taxation strangury is from extreme fatigue caused by

excessive sexual activities or failing to ejaculate and the semen

accumulating underneath. Strangury is categorized into blood, heat, gi,

stone, unctuous, sand, and cold strangury.

Red and white turbidity is the term for the urine being turbid. The urine

may have reddish tint with turbidity. Oily substance may float on the urine,

and the urine may present in the color of rice water and burgundy pus.

These phenomena are attributed to damp-heat in the body. Turbid urine is

treated by resolving the damp and clearing the heat. 

Other types of urinary disorders include symptoms of painful urination

mixed with whitish matter, as the heat is gathered in the low abdomen.
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8.1.4.1 Urination

Urine is produced as food is digested in the Stomach, runs down to the

Large Intestine via the influence and filtering of the lower energizer and

then enters the Urinary Bladder. Urine is stored in the Urinary Bladder, as

it contains the sac for storage. The urine in the bladder is not excreted

randomly. Instead, it is only excreted under gi transformation. In gi

transformation, digested fluids drip into the sac where they are collected

until an ample amount is formed. This then leaves the body through the

urinary tract. According to DongUiBoGam, "the Urinary Bladder is the

storage place of fluids, and urine is excreted with the action of gi

transformation. Water flows with gi, and water is blocked when gi is also

blocked."

The color of the urine may be utilized in diagnosing a disorder. If the

urine is yellow, this may indicate heat in the lower abdomen or Liver.

Reddish urine is probably caused by an excessive intake of alcohol. A pale

color is from deficiency source gi or coldness. A turbid color often results

from damp heat within the body.

Some of the reasons for difficult urination are heat in the bladder drying

up the fluid, continued diarrhea that causes a lack of fluids in the body and

a lack of Spleen and Stomach gi that results in the inability to open up the

water passage.

Dysuria may be an acute condition with sudden blockage or a chronic

condition of being unable to urinate. In the acute stage, the urine may

come out as a drop and then cease to be excreted. In the chronic stage,

the urine comes out as a drop, and one attempts to urinate a few dozen

times a day. 

Shifted bladder syndrome is explained by the sensation of constriction

under the navel with extreme pain and anuria. Shifted bladder is the result
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Intestine diarrhea, Kidney diarrhea and so forth. Other classifications

include damp diarrhea, wind diarrhea, cold diarrhea, fire diarrhea,

deficient diarrhea, phlegm diarrhea and many others, depending on the

causes and symptoms. 

Diarrhea often turns into dysentery if left untreated. Diarrhea includes

both digested and undigested food and is easy to push out, but the body is

tired after the defecation. Dysentery is accompanied by blood and

sometimes even by pus. Tenesmus is another key symptom of dysentery,

and a patient experiences frequent and urgent defecation. Numerous

types of dysentery exist: red, white, red-white, grain and water, pus and

blood, food-denying, intermittent, wind, cold, damp, heat, deficient,

stagnant, enduring, epidemic, toxin, five-colored and so forth.

After one or two days of dysentery, one still has enough source energy,

and it is recommended to cleanse the system through diarrhea. You may

use Daeseunggitang大承氣湯 for this purpose. However, after five days of

dysentery, one should not induce diarrhea since the Stomach and Spleen

are deficient.

Constipation refers to a hardened stool that is difficult to pass. Stool

becomes hardened because of a lack of fluid in the body. Constipation is

the result of the abnormal function of the Kidney.

Constipation is classified into the excess type (yang bind) and the

deficient type (yin bind). The excess type arises from food. One is able to

eat well but cannot pass stool. The deficient type results from gi. One is

unable to ingest, and the stool hardens inside the intestine.
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White ooze occurs with constriction of the genitalia when semen mixed

with white material leaks out the body. White ooze is manifested when

sexual desire is strong or with excessive sexual activities. Communicating

bowel syndrome is seen in women when urination and defecation are

mixed. This syndrome may arise from external trauma, as a sequela from

delivery or from congenital reasons such as the connection of the urethra

and the anus or rectum. In these cases, prescriptions such as Oryeongsan

五令散 are given.

8.1.4.2 Defecation

Food is digested in the Stomach and enters the Small Intestine. Once

food matter has entered the Small Intestine, it is branched into clear and

turbid in the lower portion of the Small Intestine, from which fluid enters

the Urinary Bladder and becomes urine, while waste material goes to the

Large Intestine and becomes stool.

Disorders of the Large Intestine arise when pathogenic energy enters

the body. Coldness and dampness can harm the body. Eating raw and

cold foods in the summer opens the door for the invasion of cold, and

sleeping without a blanket triggers the invasion of wind and dampness.

When pathogenic energy enters the Large Intestine, fever and shortness

of breath are the signs, and bloating and diarrhea are witnessed when the

pathogen enters deep into the viscera.

Diarrhea that is pale or bluish is induced by cold. Diarrhea that is

yellowish, reddish or dark is induced by heat. Yellowish diarrhea indicates

heat in the Spleen, whereas a dark color results from extreme heat.

Diarrhea is further classified into organ-associated diarrheas, such as

Stomach diarrhea, Spleen diarrhea, Large Intestine diarrhea, Small
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External medicine
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External medicine

The section on external medicine primarily deals with exteriorly exposed

parts of the body and their associated disorders. Starting from the head and

going down the body along the organs on the face and then descending to the

midsection of the body, including the chest, abdomen, waist and back, the

section concludes with explanations of the skin, flesh, pulse, tendons, bones,

hands, feet, hair, genitals and anus.

8.2.1 Head, face, and eyes:Contents of volume one

The first section of external appearances pertains to the head, face and

eyes. These are the most visible features of the exteriorly exposed parts,

and they manifest particular patterns of disorders. By examining these

manifestations, we are able to treat the body as a whole.

8.2.1.1 Head

According to DongUiBoGam, there are nine palaces in the head and nine

sections in the brain. Among the palaces, GV20-is centrally located and

communicates with the heavenly spirit. GV20 is the area where the

ethereal and corporeal souls enter and exit the body.

The brain area where GV20 is located is called the "sea of bone marrow"

and governs the marrow from the brain down to the coccyx. The bone

marrow is closely tied with the life force. Possessing abundant bone

marrow will result in a swift and strong body. Deficiency in bone marrow

will result in dizziness, tinnitus, sore legs and blurry vision. 

Dizziness is translated into Chinese as "darkness spinning around."

Among the various contributors to dizziness, phlegm in the body is

considered the primary factor. Types of dizziness are further classified

into wind, heat, phlegm, gi, deficiency and damp.

Frontal headache is caused by a disorder of the Foot Taeyang足太陽經

meridian. Frontal headache is manifested as a striking pain in the head,

bulging sensation in the eyes and falling-out sensation of the neck.

Migraine affects one side of the head with a cold sensation and is often

caused by phlegm, heat, wind and blood. Right-side migraine is from

phlegm and heat, while left-side migraine is from wind and blood

deficiency. Migraine can be stubborn, lasting for several years, and

accompanied by hardened stool, bloodshot eyes and dizziness. This

results from the condition of Lung energy suppressing the Liver energy

and lopsided gi movement. 

Depending on the peculiarities of causes and symptoms, DongUiBoGam

divides headache into wind-cold headache, damp-heat, reversal flow,

phlegm reversal, gi reversal, heat reversal, damp reversal, charcoal-

induced headache and alcohol-induced headache.

Of the various types of headache, true headache is difficult to treat. True

headache has manifestations of pain deep in the marrow, and all the joints

of the hands and feet are cold. This type of headache is beyond treatment
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the Kidney.

In general, disorders of the face pertain to the Stomach. Wind-heat in the

Stomach will manifest as a puffy face and a burgundy tint on the nose.

Acne, freckles, hives and hot and cold sensations of the face are often

attributed to Stomach problems.

Heat in the face is caused by heat in the Stomach steaming up.

Uncontrolled diet will lead to Stomach disorders that show the symptoms

of shortness of breath, a blunt mind and fire energy rising to the face. A

cold sensation on the face is from Stomach deficiency. If there is cold-

dampness on the face, one experiences intolerable coldness. For

example, an elderly woman had aversion to wind because of coldness of

the face, and no medication worked for her. Her symptoms were brought

on by the prolonged intake of tea and fruit, as the gi of the Yang Ming

channel was unable to spread properly. 

Facial upcast yang syndrome is caused by the rising of fire energy. Since

the heat of upcast yang syndrome resides in the exterior level, the

treatment is administered by extinguishing the heat exteriorly. 

Stomach wind results in swelling of the face. Its onset may be caused by

exposure to wind after eating a meal. One experiences indigestion,

emaciation, swelling of the Stomach, an aversion to wind, sweating in the

head region and difficultly swallowing.

Kidney wind causes severe swelling of the face, especially under the

eyes, making speech difficult. 

Swelling of the cheek is usually caused by wind-heat or by eating too

much greasy and rich food, which leads to the accumulation of heat.

To soften the skin, a massage technique may be followed. Rub the palms

until heat is generated and rub them on the forehead frequently. This

tonifies the upper area of the head. Rub the forehead up to the anterior
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by herbal medicine. If true headache occurs, then the patient will not

survive through another day, as the head, being the foundation of the body,

is injured.

Head wind literally means wind inside the head. Head wind is easily

caused by preexisting phlegm-rheum or an attack of cold pathogen while

bathing.

Brain wind refers to a condition where the brain is attacked by wind. The

wind enters through GV16 and causes brain wind.

8.2.1.2 Face

Areas on the face are allocated to five elements depending on the

locations of center, north, south, east and west, and these areas coincide

with the visceral organs of the body. By analyzing the five sections and five

colors, disorders deep within the body can be diagnosed. If the face is

considered a circular plate, the left side is wood represented by the Liver,

the upper portion is fire represented by the Heart, the central area is earth

represented by the Spleen, the right side is metal represented by the

Lung, and the lower portion is water represented by the Kidney.

Five colors also reflect particular organs. The Liver is greenish-blue, the

Heart red, Spleen yellow, Lung white, and the Kidney is black. If a person

has a greenish-blue tint to their face and is irritable, that person likely

suffers from Liver disorders. If a person laughs a lot and has a reddish

face, then we can suspect disorders of the Heart. If someone has a sallow

complexion and belches frequently, we can suspect disorders of the

Spleen. By the same principle, a pale face with frequent sneezing

indicates the Lung may not function properly. A dark complexion, an easily

frightened nature and frequent yawning are associated with disorders of
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reading, vision impairment from crying and so forth. 

8.2.2 Ears, nose, mouth and tongue, teeth, throat, neck, and
back: Contents of volume two

After discussing the head, face and eyes, the book continues with

discussions of the ears, nose, mouth and tongue, teeth, throat, neck and

back. This follows a sequence from the vertex of the head and down the

body.

8.2.2.1 Ears

The ears are able to hear sound because of a connection with the Kidney

energy. The Kidney governs sound, and this function makes hearing possible. 

Ringing in the ears is explained by the ancestral vessel and the Stomach.

The ancestral vessel will become deficient if the Stomach is empty, and

the vessels running underneath the ear will go dry, causing ringing in the

ear. The ringing may resemble the singing of the cicada or the beat of a

drum. Deafness may result if the ringing is not promptly treated. 

Deafness is caused by heat symptoms and can occur either in one ear or

in both ears. Deafness in the left ear is caused by a fire in the Foot Soyang

足少陽 meridian, which is commonly seen in people with short tempers.

Deafness occurring in the right ear results from a fire in the Foot Taeyang

meridian, which is commonly seen in people with strong sexual desire.

Left ear deafness is more common in women from frequent anger, while

right ear deafness is more common in men, from excessive sexual
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hairline between 14 and 21 times. This will bring luster to skin. An old

saying about constantly putting the hands on the face is a reference to this

technique. 

8.2.1.3 Eyes

The eyes are the orifices of the Liver where the righteous gi of the viscera

and bowels gather. The righteous gi of the eyes is also closely tied with the

Spleen. The blood and gi of the five viscera, six bowels, 12 meridians and

365 connecting vessels ascend to the eyes and brighten them. 

The eyes are also the orifices where the condition of the Liver is

reflected. When a person lies down, blood enters the Liver. Ample blood is

needed in the Liver for good vision. Given that the Liver energy opens into

the eyes, the Liver must function well so the five colors may be

distinguished.  Imbalance in the Liver energy leads to dimmed vision. A

deficiency in the Liver also leads to dimmed vision. 

The following are possible triggers of the onset of eye disorders: eating

spicy foods, eating hot (in temperature) foods, excess bloodletting from

the head, trying to see far objects, reading small print at night, writing

small letters for many years, prolonged reading at night, sculpting small

objects, staring at the sun or the moon, reading under the moonlight,

observing stars at night, playing chess continuously, uncontrolled

drinking, hunting on horseback, excess crying, excess sexual activities,

exposure to smoke, exposure to cold and so forth. 

Eye disorders are classified into the following types: internal obstruction,

external obstruction, cataract, flowery vision, eye pain, blurry vision, vision

impairment from aging, nearsightedness, farsightedness, inability to open

or close the eyes, ocular discharge, double vision, bad vision from excess
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extremely cold. A pale tip results from excess bleeding, and red signifies

blood heat, commonly seen in alcoholics. 

Regimen methods to maintain the nose functions include rubbing the

ridge of the nose 20 to 30 times until warm, which will nourish the nose.

Removal of the hairs of the nostrils is recommended since spiritual gi

enters and exits through the nose. 

8.2.2.3 Mouth and tongue

The mouth is governed by the Spleen, and the tongue is governed by the

Heart. Disorders of the mouth and tongue should be treated by treating

these associated organs.

The five distinct tastes in the mouth are related to the five visceral

organs. Heat in the Liver induces a sour taste. A taste of sourness also

occurs in the case of Liver energy overacting on the Spleen. Heat in the

Heart will induce a bitter taste, as well as the development of a sore on the

lips. Heat in the Spleen will cause a sweet taste or an occasional foul

smell. Heat in the Lung will lead to a pungent taste, and heat in the Kidney

will manifest as a salty taste in the mouth. 

A tongue coating results from a moss being generated on the top of the

tongue. A tongue coating can indicate whether the pathogen is at the

exterior or interior level of the body. The coat gets coarser as the

pathogen moves deeper into the body, and the color will progress to

yellow and then to dusky. No coat indicates the pathogen is still at the

exterior level. Smooth coat means the pathogen has just entered the

interior level and results from heat in the abdomen and cold energy in the

chest area. A coarse and yellow coat indicates the pathogen is at a deeper

level, as cold energy has turned into heat. A dusky coat is a more serious
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activities. Deafness in both ears is seen in someone with an excessive

intake of greasy food. 

Depending on the cause of the deafness, it may be classified as wind

deafness, damp deafness, deficient deafness, taxation deafness, reversal

deafness or sudden deafness.

Purulent ear is defined as an obstruction in the ear that results from

wind-heat drying up the fluid in the ears. Pus in the ears is formed by heat

gi entering the ears through the meridians when the body is deficient in

energy. 

8.2.2.2 Nose

Since the nose is the gate where spiritual gi enters and exits, it is also

called the spiritual inn. The Lung energy is connected with the nose; thus,

the Lung must function properly to be able to smell well.

Disorders of the nose include runny nose, sinus obstruction, stuffiness,

ulcer and pain inside the nose. Turbid runny nose is derived from cold gi

outside suppressing the heat inside the body. Clear runny nose manifests

when the body is damaged by wind pathogen and coldness entering the

Lung.

Redness on the tip of the nose is often seen in high alcohol-consuming

populations. This results from heat in the blood entering the Lung where

the blood coagulates and becomes turbid. 

The appearance of one of five colors at the tip of the nose reflects an

interior condition: Blue represents pain, black represents deficiency, red

represents stroke, yellow indicates difficult defecation, and a vivid color

signifies lodged rheum (pulmonary edema). A bluish tip will normally

accompany abdominal pain, and the prognosis is worse if the body is
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eating insects. Depending on the cause, the area of pain and the

symptoms will differ.

The exposure of the root canal from splitting of the gum is caused by a

lack of original gi in the Kidney. In this case, the treatment plan requires

nourishment of the yin and giving Kidney-strengthening herbs, such as

Palmihwan八味丸. In case of swelling gums and loose teeth, the treatment

involves strengthening the meridians of Hand Yangmyeong 水陽明and Foot

Yangmyeong足陽明, which govern the gum. 

It is advised to rinse the mouth or brush the teeth frequently. Brushing

the teeth a few times after a meal is a good regimen method, and drinking

a strong tea is also recommended. Drinking tea will eliminate

unpleasantness in the mouth and dissolve stains on the teeth, without

requiring picking. Teeth themselves prefer bitter tastes. Drinking tea will

strengthen the teeth and can even alleviate tooth decay. One needs to

practice a regimen on the teeth to achieve longevity. One method is

tapping the teeth to gather the Kidney gi. Another method involves placing

a small amount of salt in the mouth early in the morning, rubbing the

teeth in hot water and then tapping 100 times. Within five days, the teeth

will be strong and tight.

8.2.2.5 Throat

All throat-related problems arise because of heat from the fire. The

throat disorders differ in the degree of fire energy. Mild heat can be

treated in a leisurely fashion, but severe fire requires immediate

bloodletting and the use of herbs. 

Throat disorders include single-nipple moth, double-nipple moth,

throat-entwining wind, acute throat impediment, swelling of the uvula,
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progression and suggests very critical conditions.

Sense of  soreness inside the mouth is caused by heat in the organs,

especially by Heart fire. Heat-clearing herbs should be administered as

the treatment. However, if the mouth sore is caused by deficient fire, using

heat-clearing herbs will not alleviate the symptoms. In this case, deficient

fire is caused by a gi deficiency in the middle energizer, which surfaces as

deficient fire. This requires herbs to control the middle energizer or yin-

nourishing herbs. 

The swelling of the lips and sores on the lips result from heat in the

Heart and Spleen. Herbs such as Coptis chinensis黃連 are boiled in water

and drunk for good efficacy. Extreme thirst can be quenched by an herb

formula, Jukyupseokgotang竹葉石膏湯. 

Heavy tongue is defined by having another small tongue underneath the

tongue. This can be cured by inducing bleeding with the acupuncture needle.

A treatment for dropped jaw is also mentioned in the section. 

8.2.2.4 Teeth

Teeth are considered as part of the bone, and the Kidney is responsible

for providing nutrition for healthy teeth. The teeth lie in the passageway of

the breath. Teeth are part of the Kidney system, and the bone marrow

maintains their growth. They will widen if there is a decline in the Kidney

energy, but will be strong if the Kidney is abundant in energy. Deficient

heat in the Kidney will manifest as loose teeth.

A toothache comes on when the damp-heat in the Stomach rises to the gums

or under the attack of wind-cold where damp-heat is trapped in the body.

Factors that cause toothache are categorized into seven types: wind-heat,

wind-cold, heat, cold pathogen, phlegm toxin, blood stasis and from
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8.2.2.6 Neck

The neck refers only to the front side, while the back is known as the

nape. GV16, located immediately below the external occipital

protuberance, is in charge of all yang meridians. 

Cold-damage disorders start here. Therefore, the area around GV16

must be protected. People living in cold northern regions should protect

the neck with a fur, and people living in the south should still cover the

neck with a silk scarf when feeble. People with delicate constitutions

should always protect the nape.

Stiffness of the neck is brought about by invasion of wind-damp in the

Taeyang channel太陽經. When the neck is stiff, the Kidney energy that

stretches above the neck needs to be descended. 

Weakness of the neck is often attributed to a deviated seventh cervical

vertebra. When a child suffers from famine or other disorders early in life,

the seventh cervical vertebra may deviate, leading to a feeble neck.

8.2.2.7 Back

The back is very important as it contains three gates where the essential

gi flows. Some of the manifestations of back disorders include soreness of

the back, fever, pain and aching of the backbones. A cold sensation and

soreness of the back is due to phlegm. Herbal prescriptions to resolve

phlegm such as Dodamtang導痰湯 and Bockryunghwan茯 丸 are used to

treat the cold sensation. Heat in the back is associated with the Lung gi. As

the Lung is located in the upper energizer, heat is often manifested on the

back. Back and shoulder soreness is also tied with the Lung. According to

DongUiBoGam, this is because the "westerly wind in the fall causes an

illness of the Lung. Meridians associated with the Lung are situated on the
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plum-pit gi, cadaverous throat, grain bandit, sore throat, throat

impediment voice loss, heaven-current throat impediment and so forth.

Bilateral swelling of the epiglottis is referred to as double-nipple moth,

and swelling on one side is called single-nipple moth. Both are easy to

treat, as they are basically a throat impediment caused by the rising of

mutual fire, with symptoms of dyspnea through the throat and difficult

speech.

An acute throat impediment indicates a boil in the throat. This must be

treated immediately, or it may block the throat and cause death by

suffocation.

Under the conditions of throat-entwining wind, the exterior of the neck is

swollen from the accumulation of heat in the throat and itchiness. The

skin under the ear also turns red in this case.

Swelling of the uvula is caused by the rising of latent heat in the organs

and bowels up to the throat. 

Plum-pit gi is defined by phlegm-drool created by the seven emotions

blocking the throat. The patient feels like there is a plum seed or a ball of

cotton mass stuck in the throat that cannot be expectorated nor

swallowed. Whenever the symptoms worsen, the patient experiences

extreme dyspnea and is unable to take in any food. In such cases, herbal

formulas such as Gamisachiltang 加味四七湯 or Gamiyijintang加味二陳湯 are

prescribed. 

Grain bandit is an instance where rough grain is stuck in the throat and

intermingles with wind-heat, causing swelling and pain. Sore throat is

caused by excess heat in the Stomach steaming up the upper energizer. 

When the throat is obstructed, the fire that causes disorder is fast-

acting, so one must induce dissipation of toxins by acupuncture and

vomiting.
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8.2.3.1 Chest

The character for chest in Chinese holds the meaning of disaster, since

the slightest trouble during respiration and intake of food can open the

door for pathogens to enter the body.

The chest is located in the thoracic region and ranges from below the

throat to above the diaphragm. Inside the chest, the esophagus, heart,

lung, trachea and stomach are the major constituents. Outside, all the

meridians of the body run through the chest.

Some chest pain is not actually located in the chest, but arises from the

Stomach. Since the rushing gate of the Stomach is attached to the Heart,

Stomach pain is often mistaken for chest pain. Chest pain is often brought

about by pensiveness and other psychological reasons. In terms of the

seven emotions, gi will dissipate with overjoyousness. Qi will rise with

anger. Qi will sink with excessive worry. Qi will stagnate with over-

thinking. Qi will be consumed with sorrow. Qi will be scattered with shock,

and gi will descend with fright. Except for joy, the other six emotions can

stagnate the Heart gi and cause pain. Only joy dissipates the gi. Thus, it

can alleviate pain by breaking up the stasis. 

Disorders of the chest area include heart pain, glomus, chest bind and

others. Depending on the reason for the chest pain, they are divided into

worm heart pain, contagious heart pain, wind heart pain, palpitation heart

pain, food heart pain and rheum heart pain. The disorders are further

classified by the region of the pain: Spleen heart pain, Stomach heart pain,

Kidney heart pain, integral heart pain, reversal heart pain and true heart

pain.

Glomus is associated with blockage. No thirst and a slow pulse is

considered cold glomus. Thirst and a rapid pulse is considered heat

glomus. Constipation would indicate excess glomus, while diarrhea
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shoulders and back. Thus, disorders of the shoulder and back are caused

during the fall season." Extreme overexertion can cause pain in the back.

People performing manual labor, women undergoing hardship and

excess sex can often lead to back pain. Depending on the causes of the

pain, formulas such as Ganghwalseungseuptang羌活勝濕湯, Ejintang二陳湯,

Gohwanghyeol膏 穴 and Samhaptang三合湯 are prescribed. 

Stiffening of the spine is explained by an excess in a divergent vessel

from the governing vessel or when the Foot Taeyang足太陽 meridian is in

disorder. Back stiffness is also caused by cold invasion between the

Urinary Bladder and Kidney or by damp invasion into the Foot Taeyang

and Hand Taeyang手太陽meridians. 

A hunching back in the elderly results from a lack of essence marrow

and a deficient governing vessel. Herbs to tonify essence marrow are

given to alleviate the symptom.

8.2.3 Chest, breast, abdomen, navel, waist, hypochondriac,
skin, flesh, vessel, muscle, and bone: Contents of
volume three

In this volume, the topics of chest, breast, abdomen, navel, waist,

hypochondrium, skin, flesh, vessel, muscle and bone are covered in

sequence. These features are located in the trunk of the body, which has an

intimate relationship with the visceral organs and bowels. They reflect

internal conditions on the outside of the body, making diagnosis of internal

organs possible. The skin, flesh, vessel, muscle and bone are the five basic

tissues, ranging from the exterior to the interior part of the body.
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delivery, it is recommended to cease lactation. In DongUiBoGam, the

barley sprout is mentioned as an effective treatment. Stir-fry the barley

sprout and grind it into a powder. Then, either dissolve the powder in

water or add the powder to Samultang四物湯extract. 

Breast lump is further categorized into breast blowing, abscess boil, jea

lous milk, milk abscess and rock-like mass. 

Breast blowing occurs in the early stages of a breast lump. It can be

triggered by gi stagnation from anger, eating rich and greasy food to slow

down the blood circulation or when an infant falls asleep while biting the

breast. According to the book, one should massage the breast despite it

being very painful, and the lump will dissipate. 

Jealous milk is a condition when the milk accumulates and the breast

swells up. In this case, pus forms and is accompanied by fever and

extreme thirst. 

Failing to administer any treatment for breast blowing and jealous milk,

or administering an improper treatment, will lead to milk abscess. Breast

lump is chronic for the milk abscess, and the breast will swell up from the

inside and be very painful upon touch. There is also alternating chills and

fever with possible headache. Vomiting may occur in severe cases.

Women under 40 can treat the milk abscess, but the prognosis is bad for

older women, as they are deficient in gi and blood. 

Breast lump will turn into a rock-like mass after a prolonged time with

no noticeable symptoms. A decade or so later, the mass will rot and break

up, leaving a sunken area in the breast. DongUiBoGam analyzes this

condition as resulting from years and years of accumulated worries,

anger and mistreatment. 
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suggests deficient glomus.

Chest bind is explained as a constriction under the xiphoid process and

the inability to drink water. The body can extend backward but cannot flex

forward and is accompanied by a stiff neck. Chest bind is caused during

the cold damage acting on the yang level as the heat enters interiorly.

DongUiBoGam discusses chest bind under the subcategories of major

chest bind, minor chest bind, cold excess chest bind, heat excess chest

bind, water chest bind, blood chest bind, yin yang toxin chest bind and prop

bind. 

8.2.3.2 Breast

For women, the breasts are as important as the genitalia are for men.

While the breasts are located above the waist and male genitalia are

located below the waist, both are the foundations of life. Women are

considered yin, and the utmost yin太陰will manifest as the energy rises up

to create the breasts and the genitalia shrink. On the other hand, men are

considered yang. The utmost yang will manifest as the energy descends

to create the penis and the nipples diminish in size.

If no lactation occurs after childbirth, it is likely due to vigorous gi and

blood creating a lump or a deficiency in gi, and blood drying up the milk.

The treatment strategy is to tonify the body in case of a deficiency, and to

circulate the gi and blood in excess conditions, to induce the smooth flow

of the milk. In certain cases, lactation begins before giving birth. Under

this circumstance, the fetus does not mature properly. This phenomenon

is called "weeping breasts," according to DongUiBoGam. Giving tonic

herbs will alleviate the symptom. 

If the breasts start lactating with enlarged breasts and pain before the
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energy in the meridians collides with warm gi, causing pain. If there is no

pain but pressure, this is a deficiency, as nothing is accumulated inside. In

case of deficiency, a lack of Kidney gi will also cause chest pain, cold limbs

and general discomfort. 

8.2.3.4 Navel

The significance of the navel is defined by the position of the lower

Danjeon丹田-dantian in Chinese-area just beneath the navel. The lower

Danjeon is located 3 inches below the navel and is 4 inches circumscribed.

The lower Danjeon is attached between the kidneys. Its left side is bluish,

right side is whitish, upper side is reddish and lower side is dark, and it is

yellowish in the middle. This is where the essence and blood are stored,

as well as the location of storage of the stirring gi of the Kidney region.

Stirring gi is the foundation of vital gi, the viscera and the bowels, the root

of the 12 meridians, respiration and the three energizers. 

The fetus is formed by the union of essence from the father and blood

from the mother. In the womb, the fetus inhales and exhales in unison

with mother through the umbilical cord. Thus, the umbilical cord is

analogous to a fruit growing on a tree where nutrients are conveyed

through the fruit's stem. After birth, the infant breathes through its mouth

and the umbilicus closes. Steaming warm energy on the navel is like

giving water to the grass and trees to promote healthy growth. 

Since the navel should be full of the source gi, it should not remain cold.

The navel should be kept warm at all times. When the navel is cold,

infertility and leukorrhea occur in women and spermatorrhea occurs in

men. According to DongUiBoGam, methods of moxibustion, of wrapping

the abdomen and using a mugwort can be used to seal the navel. 
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8.2.3.3 Abdomen

The upper abdomen is called the "greater abdomen," and the lower

abdomen is called the "smaller abdomen." The area around the navel is

called the "umbilical abdomen" in Oriental medicine. Upper abdominal

pain is attributed to Taeeum太陰, and lower abdominal pain is attributed to

Gworeum厥陰. Umbilical abdominal pain is attributed to Soeum少陰. 

Abdominal pain is classified into six categories by cause: from cold, from

heat, from dead blood, from indigestion, from phlegm-rheum and from

parasites. Abdominal pain from cold is due to the cramping of meridians

caused by coldness. This is a lingering pain with a steady level of intensity. 

Abdominal pain from heat is likely caused by either gi stagnated in the

Small Intestine or a drying of fluids that makes the stool hard and unable

to pass through the system. This pain may come and go. Abdominal pain

from dead blood can occur from trauma or from irregular menstruation

causing the congealment of blood. Otherwise, the malign stasis could

have not been released after childbirth. In the case of abdominal pain

from dead blood, the pain is stationary in one area. On the other hand,

abdominal pain from indigestion often manifests in the upper abdomen.

Sometimes severe pain can be lessened by inducing a bowel movement.

Abdominal pain from phlegm-rheum will be accompanied by a slippery

pulse and difficult urination. Under the conditions of parasitic abdominal

pain, there is a mass inside the abdomen that will disappear with

pressure and move around. This type of pain also shows a pattern of chest

soreness in the early morning and possible vomiting of clear fluid or

foamy saliva. The complexion turns from purplish to sallow, and there is

no weight gain despite a good intake of food. 

Abdominal pain is divided into deficiency and excess types. Pain upon

pressure is due to stagnation inside and is considered as an excess. Cold
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The symptoms resemble the waist being under water with a swelling of

the body. There is no thirst, copious urination and a loss of appetite. 

An exercise regimen to strengthen the back is as follows. Two people

with back pain sit straight and face each other. Place two hands on the

chest. One person pushes down toward the knees while the other person

pulls the head from behind. Slowly lean the body forward and allow the

head to touch the floor. Repeat the procedure three times to strengthen

the back. 

8.2.3.6 Hypochodrium and flank

The Liver and Gall Bladder meridians are distributed along the flank and

rib cages. When pathogenic gi enters the Liver or Gall Bladder, a pain will

be present along the lateral flank area. Disorders manifesting in this area

should be approached with treatments of the Liver and Gall Bladder. 

Pain in the hypochondriac area is divided into five types:gi depression

hypochondriac pain, dead blood hypochondriac pain, phlegm-rheum

hypochondriac pain, food stagnation hypochondriac pain and wind cold

hypochondriac pain. The qi depression type often occurs with extreme

anger that causes the gi to rise, or from over-thinking various matters.

This type is more common in people with hot tempers, as the Liver fire

acts along the flank. The dead blood type results from dead blood

accumulating under the Liver. The pain is more severe when pressure is

applied to the area. The phlegm-rheum type is caused by phlegm-rheum

circulating around the body. This type also shows the symptoms of cough,

shortness of breath and tender flanks. The food stagnation type has

manifestations of single-line tightness along the flank, as well as an

aversion to cold, fever and a mass in the affected area. This type comes
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8.2.3.5 Waist and low back

The waist area is managed by the Kidney. Since every meridian passes

through the Kidney and is connected with the waist and backbones, with

limited movement of the waist, the Kidney should be considered as the

primary organ, regardless of whether the disorder is internally or

externally caused. 

Depending on the cause, back pain is classified into ten types. Kidney

deficient back pain is caused by excessive sexual activities that damage

the Kidney so that essence-blood do not nourish the muscle and also

deplete yin. In this case, back pain is lingering, and the back muscles

cannot be used. Phlegm-rheum back pain is caused by wandering

phlegm-rheum in the meridians. Food stagnation back pain results from

having sex while drunk. Damp-heat enters the Kidneys while the body is

weak and makes flexion and extension of the back difficult. Contusion

back pain results from lifting a heavy object and injuring the back. Blood

stasis back pain is from a traumatic injury or fall that causes dead blood.

Wind back pain is from a wind injuring the Kidney. There is no specific

area of the pain, but both legs become stiff. Cold back pain is from cold

energy injuring the Kidney meridian. One is unable to turn at the waist,

and the pain is alleviated with warmth. Damp back pain occurs in the low

lands and damp, or with exposure to rain and mist. The pain here is like a

having cold stone wrapped around the waist. Damp-heat back pain is

usually seen in people who consume oily food, as oily food builds damp-

heat inside the body. Gi back pain results from frustration that suppresses

the circulation of the blood. The muscle is not nourished, and the blockage of

gi leads to back pain. The patient cannot stand for a long time and

experiences difficulty walking.

Other conditions, such as Kidney fixity, refer to a heaviness of the body.
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any swelling or pain. Erysipelas suddenly turns the affected skin bright

red. Pathogenic toxins and blood heat gather around the gate of life and

manifest on the skin. 

Pimples are formed when sweat from the sweat pore intermingles with

the oily substance. Prickly heat is caused by excess sweating in the

summer and results in small eruptions covering the skin. 

Skin numbness is accompanied by a stiffening of the skin with a loss of

sensitivity. The symptom is similar to skin feeling tightly bound and then

released. Skin numbness is brought on by damp-phlegm and blood stasis

blocking the flow of gi. Numbness is caused by the gi deficiency, and the

loss of sensitivity by damp-phlegm and blood stasis.

The loss of moisture in the skin results from withered essence and

blood. The skin turns scaly with loss of moisture. Deficiency of the body

will lead to the drying up of the blood, and, as a result, the skin will

become withered. 

White patch wind and other skin disorders involve an increase in size of

the white spots on the skin. The spots appear to be similar to psoriasis,

but do not develop into sores. These skin disorders are caused by the wind

pathogen attacking the skin and disrupting the circulation of blood and gi.

8.2.3.8 Flesh

With a sufficient intake of food, the Spleen will process the food into an

abundance of gi and blood, which will then turn into flesh. 

With food lethargic syndrome, the body becomes emaciated despite

eating well. The energy from diet is excreted from the body rather than

accumulating as flesh. This phenomenon is explained by heat in the Large

Intestine transferring to the Stomach and then to the Gall Bladder.
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easily with the excessive intake of food and working too hard. Wind cold

hypochondriac pain results from an external pathogenic attack. The flank

is sore with alternating chills and fever.

8.2.3.7 Skin

The skin and hair are parts of the Lung system. If there is a pathogen in

the Lung, this will be reflected as a pain on the skin. All 12 connecting

vessels run along the skin. Therefore, a difference in skin color may

suggest a serious disorder. According to DongUiBoGam, a certain

disorder can be suspected based on the color visible on a particular

connecting vessel. A bluish color indicates pain, whereas a red color

means heat. A dark color indicates numbness, while a pale color means

coldness. If the skin shows all five colors, this is interpreted as alternating

cold and fever. 

Itchy sensation is a deficiency and pain is an excess, but both are caused

by the fire action within the body. Approaching fire creates an itchy

sensation, while moving nearer to the fire will induce pain. Blisters will

occur if one gets in direct contact with the fire.

Three of the most popular skin disorders are maculopapular eruptions,

dormant papules and erysipelas. Less frequent skin disorders include

skin numbness, pimples, boils, rashes, loss of moisture, purpura, white

patch wind, black warts and discolorations of the skin.

Macules are shiny spots on the body without elevation. Papules are skin

elevations that retract and emerge rapidly. Both macules and papules are

formed due to heat. Heart fire enters the Lung and suppresses the Lung

energy; thus, red patches appear on the skin.

Maculopapular eruptions appear only gently on the skin and itch without
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well. Thus, Liver disorders may be manifested as spasms of the tendons.

All 12 meridians have channel sinews. The flow of the channel sinews

coincides with the flow of the meridians. 

Disorders associated with tendons are the loosening and shortening of

tendons, atrophy, spasms, cramps and physical damage to the tendons. 

Tendons will contract with cold energy and become flaccid with warm

energy. Damp gi also causes tendons to loosen, that is, to widen and

lengthen. 

Tendon atrophy results from the heat in the Liver and sexual activities.

Heat in the Liver releases the bile juice that causes a bitter taste in the

mouth and dries up the sinew membrane; the drying up of the membrane

will cause contraction of the tendons. Tendon spasms result from the

heat. Various types of heat create wind, which collides with the meridians.

Wind and heat try to suppress each other, leading to a loss of

consciousness and spasms. Cramps are part of blood heat and are

commonly triggered by the overconsumption of alcohol and meat, and

contact with the cold wind. Walking for a long time or under the

circumstances of physical agony and joyous mind will cause disorders of

the tendons. Fomenting regimen methods is the best choice of treatment.

8.2.3.11 Bone

Bone is the gathering place of marrow, and marrow is the essence of

food. The depletion of marrow will lead to a weakening of the bone. If an

individual cannot stand for a long time or trembles when walking, then

disorders of the bone are suspected. 

Some classifications of bone-related disorders are bone cold, bone heat,

bone wilting, bone pain and bone damage. When suffering from a bone
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Warts appear on the skin like a cluster of several beans. They are the

result of pathogenic wind entering the flesh and transforming it into a

mass. 

Herbs that can help with weight gain include dried rehmannia, taro,

sesame, barley, turnip seed, leek, human milk, yam, flowery knotweed,

acanthopanax, pine nut, goldfish, soft-shelled turtle, soy bean powder,

human placenta, milk, golden hen, lamb meat, bone marrow of black cow

and so forth. 

On the other hand, tea, rice bean, winter melon, mulberry tea and kelp

can help with weight loss. 

8.2.3.9 Vessel

The vessel precedes gi and blood. To take one's pulse, a cardinal rule

must be followed. First, calm the mind and focus your concentration.

Second, do not get distracted by other thoughts. Third, control your

breathing to stabilize the gi. Fourth, observe the five colors of the face to

determine the conditions of the viscera and bowels, and decide on the

overall prognosis of the patient. Lastly, consider other factors and

situations associated with the symptoms. 

DongUiBoGam lists 27 general pulses. Each pulse is divided into either a

yang pulse or a yin pulse, depending on the strength. There are seven

strong exterior pulses, eight weak interior pulses, nine leading pulses and

others, including rapid, large and scattered pulses. 

8.2.3.10 Tendon and sinew

Tendons are governed by the Liver, which is known to create them as
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initiates here. Since arms and legs are the foundation of all yang energy,

yang has to be abundant to have strong extremities. All yang receives gi

from the limbs. 

The acupoint of LU10 located on the thumb reflects the condition of the

Stomach. A bluish blood vessel on the white fleshy area indicates cold

energy in the Stomach.  Reddish blood vessel indicates heat in the

Stomach, and a dark tint reflects chronic numbness.

In the case of either a Stomach deficiency or Spleen excess, one will

experience an abnormality in the extremities. All of the meridians will be

deficient from lack of nutrition, and the limbs will become flaccid. If one

has a Spleen excess from eating too much greasy food, then one will be

unable to even lift the arms and legs. 

People who consume excessive amounts of alcohol likely suffer from

swelling of the nape area and pain in the arms, which is caused by

remnant heat in the upper energizer that creates phlegm-rheum and

migrates to the limbs.

The inability to lift the arms and the migrating pain of both arms are

caused by the collision of phlegm and gi. As the Spleen governs the limbs,

if Spleen gi is unable to ascend, then the phlegm will ascend and block the

free flow of gi. Numbness of the arms and tremor are also attributed to

phlegm-rheum.

Soreness of both shoulders and progressing pain are common

prodromes of wind-stroke patients.

8.2.4.2 Foot

The symptom of having cold hands and feet is known as "cold reversal,"

while warm hands and feet is "heat reversal." Both forms of reversal are
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cold, even boiling water will not be perceived as hot in temperature, and

wearing warm clothing will not alleviate the cold sensation. Bone cold is

often the result of excess sexual activities, which deplete the Kidney gi. 

Bone heat is basically heat in the bone drying up the bone marrow and

the teeth. It may be accompanied by weakness of the limbs and the

inability to lift objects. Bone heat is difficult to treat. Bone wilting is the

condition in which the back cannot be straightened. It results from heat in

the Kidney gi, produced as the bone withers and bone marrow becomes

deficient. Bone pain is a general term to describe the invasion of wind

pathogenic energy or damp turning into phlegm, which causes the pain.

Bone damage results from standing for a long time and eating too many

sweets. Blood loss and bone pain are seen in cases of bone damage. 

Disorders of the bone may lead to withering of the ears and filth deposits.

Yellowing of the teeth may indicate the complete depletion of the bone

energy, and the patient may pass away in 10 days. 

8.2.4 Hand, foot, hair, genital, and anus: Contents of volume
four

This is the last stage of the section on external medicine. It features an in-

depth discussion of the contents of the extremities of the body: the hands,

feet, hair, genitals and anus.

8.2.4.1 Hand

Along with legs, the arms are at the end of the body and the yang energy
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8.2.4.3 Hair

Among the five viscera, hair is governed by the Kidney and is another

form of blood. The conditions of hair depend on the condition of the blood.

Hair will be lustrous with an ample amount of blood and brittle with a

deficiency of blood. Heat in the blood is manifested as a yellowish tint on

the hair, while injury to the blood will turn the hair gray.

The Chinese character for hair means long and straight. The character

for eyebrows contains a meaning of beauty. The word for beard is derived

from the meaning of being outstanding. The word for moustache contains

the meaning of prominent features of the face.

The treatment of alopecia focuses on the tonification of the blood.

DongUiBoGam introduces various prescriptions for the treatment of

alopecia. One of these prescriptions, Yukmijihwanghwan六味地黃丸,

induced full recovery in a young man in just two months. 

8.2.4.4 Genital

Mounting syndrome is one of the most frequent disorders of the

genitalia. Mounting syndrome is characterized by pain in the lower

abdomen and a pulling sensation from the testicles to the lower

abdominal region, caused by cold energy.

Mounting syndrome is further classified into seven types:

Cold mounting is defined by a cold scrotum that hardens like a rock with

difficult erection and painful testes. Water mounting is equivalent to

having a hydrocele, as the scrotum swells up and sweats. In case of water

mounting, scratching the scrotum will cause the secretion of a yellowish

discharge. Sinew mounting is manifested by swelling of the penis with the

formation of pus. The enlarged penis will not shrink and secretes semen
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caused by the depletion of the righteous gi of the Kidney.

Leg gi disorders are divided into dry leg gi and damp leg gi with swelling

of the legs. 

Symptoms of leg gi are actually manifested throughout the body. They

include headache, stiff joints, numbness in the lower abdomen and a

stuffy chest with dyspnea. Sometimes, patients may also complain of

dizziness, photosensitivity, diarrhea and the retention of urine and stool.

Leg gi syndrome is derived from stagnation. One needs to use dispersing

and gi-circulating herbs as treatment. Severe leg gi syndrome causes

death, but this is an excess condition rather than from a deficiency by

taking herbs. In the treatment of leg gi syndrome, close attention must be

paid to over-tonification or over-sedation by purging actions. However, as

purging is the primary treatment plan, slight purging is acceptable even

for emaciated patients, and diaphoretic inducement is also necessary.

Ultimately, the key to treating leg gi syndrome is excreting toxins through

proper defecation.

Following are the contraindications of leg gi syndrome. First, do not

become angry. Being angry will make the chest stuffy and worsen the

condition. Second, do not speak in a loud manner, as speaking loudly will

injure the Lung gi and worsen the condition. Third, stay away from cold

and keep the body warm. Fourth, be prudent concerning food intake. Eat

breakfast to full capacity and lunch to moderate capacity. Skipping dinner

is advised. Eating food at night will block the circulation of gi and blood,

which will cause mild edema and swelling of the body. Fifth, after eating,

walk a few hundred steps slowly. Sixth, avoid excessive sexual activity.

Lastly, avoid warm and marinated herbs. These will push the pathogenic

gi into the channels.
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hemorrhoid. Types of external hemorrhoid include the male hemorrhoid,

female hemorrhoid and ulcer hemorrhoid. 

A pulse hemorrhoid manifests as extra flesh protruding from the anus

accompanied by pain and itching. An intestine hemorrhoid has symptoms

of a lump inside the anus with alternating chills and fever, and prolapse of

the rectum occurs when defecating. The qi hemorrhoid worsens with

swelling of the anus and pain occurring when worried and frightened, but

it can be easily treated by dispersing the stagnation. The blood

hemorrhoid is accompanied by bleeding during defecation every time. An

alcohol hemorrhoid is defined by immediate swelling and bleeding after

consuming alcohol. The male hemorrhoid features bead-like flesh

protruding from the anal area with occasional bloody pus. With the female

hemorrhoid, the anal area is sore and pus breaks out several times a day.

The ulcer hemorrhoid has holes around the anus since oozing helps the

formation of bugs that bore into the anus.

While treating the hemorrhoid, the patient should stay away from raw,

cold, hard, cold-natured medicine, alcohol, noodles, spicy food, ginger and

chicken. In addition, sexual activity is strongly contraindicated. 
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like urine. Blood mounting is characterized by the formation of a

cucumber-shaped lump in the abdominal area between the ends of the

pubic bone. Gi mounting arises from the accumulation of gi in

circumstances of excess crying or rage. However, gi mounting will

diminish when crying ceases and the anger is suppressed. Under foxy

mounting, the genitals enter the lower abdomen and return to the

scrotum upon walking or standing. This is reminiscent of a fox urinating

outside a cave during the day but not inside the cave at night. Prominent

mounting is defined by a situation where the scrotum enlarges

tremendously, but there is no pain or itch. This is common in people living

at low altitudes or in damp areas. Protruding vagina is also known as

prominent mounting. 

Several types of symptoms are commonly seen in women as the

genitals swell up and become itchy and sticky. The formation of a

mushroom-shaped mass in the vaginal area is due to stagnation of Liver

gi. The prolapse occurred from a deficiency in the Spleen. 

8.2.4.5 Anus

The anus is the terminal area of the Large Intestine. Since it is wider than

either the Large or Small Intestine, it is also known as the "wide intestine"

or rectum. The Lung and Large Intestine are internally-externally related

organs. The Large Intestine also contains the corporeal soul; therefore, it

is also known as the "corporeal soul gate."

Hemorrhoid is the result of alcohol, sexual life, wind, gi and food. The

condition is further categorized into internal hemorrhoid and external

hemorrhoid. Types of internal hemorrhoid include the pulse hemorrhoid,

intestine hemorrhoid, gi hemorrhoid, blood hemorrhoid and alcohol
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Miscellaneous disorders

In the volumes of Miscellaneous disorders, various aspects of the disorders

are approached in a systematic fashion. Early on, the book covers gi

circulation, the understanding of the disorders and methods of examination,

prescription and treatment. Exteriorly induced disorders and internal

disorders are covered in an orderly manner, and ready-to-be-used treatment

methods are introduced later in the chapter. The section on miscellaneous

disorders concludes with topics on gynecological and pediatric disorders.

8.3.1 Gi circulation of heaven and earth, inspection,
differentiation, pulse examination, herbal medicine,
vomit, sweat, and precipitation:Contents of volume one

Early in this section, the book suggests required knowledge for examining

the patients, the usage of herbal medicine and treatment strategies.

8.3.1.1 Gi circulation of heaven and earth

Without knowing the principles of the natural changes of heaven and

earth, one cannot understand the mechanisms of disease in the human

body. A knowledge of heaven and earth includes an understanding of

direction and geography, disorders according to the seasons and time, the

creation of heaven and earth, constituents and the movement of the

universe. 

Next, one should consider regional differences. The eastern region is

where the gi of heaven and earth begins and is plentiful in seafood and

salt. Since it is closer to the sea, people in the eastern region prefer to eat

fish and salty foods and enjoy eating in general. The western region is

abundant in gold, jade and sand. It is basically a dry region where people

like to live on hills. Because of strong winds, people dress warmly and like

to eat greasy food. The northern region is the place where the gi of heaven

and earth closes. The altitude is high with cold wind and icy ground. In the

north, people like to live on the prairie and consume large amounts of

milk. The southern region is strong in the gi of heaven and earth,

especially exuberant yang gi. The land is at a low altitude with dense fog

and morning dew. People prefer to eat sour and fermented food. The

central region is defined by its firm ground with ample dampness that

makes everything grow well. People in this region eat well, but do not

need to engage in physical activities.

The next area to understand is the five elements. The five elements

consist of metal, wood, water, fire and earth, which are in perpetual

circulation. There is another concept of five circulations and six gi in which

the natural changes are illustrated in a timely manner.

DongUiBoGam asserts that one needs to understand the time and space

before trying to understand the mechanism of the disease.
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opening of the eyes and shaking of the head, indicates disconnection of the

Heart gi. The lips turning blue and sweating in the limbs from damp

invasion suggest disconnection of the Liver gi. Darkness of the skin

surrounding the lips, the sweating of oily beads and a yellowish general

body color are the signs of disconnection of the Spleen gi. Being

unconscious of defecation or urination, speaking manic words and staring

eyes are all the indications of disconnection of the Kidney gi. 

When examining a patient, it is necessary to differentiate whether the

disorder is acute or chronic, treatable or untreatable, light or severe, and

to consider symptoms near death.

8.3.1.3 Differentiation

In this section, eight principles of differentiation are covered. They

comprise yin-yang, exterior-interior, cold-heat and deficiency-excess. The

section continues with differentiation according to the seasons, parts of

the body, ascending and descending nature of the disorder due to yin and

yang, daytime and nighttime manifestations and metastasis between the

organs. Next, personal differences should be evaluated when diagnosing

a disorder. The section continues with the patient's attitude toward

receiving the treatment. As there may be a mismatch of the pulse and the

actual manifestations, the book suggests guidance to understand the

discordance. Finally, the book cites the mutual relationship between the

disorders and organs. 

First, of the eight principles, the differentiation of yin and yang is the most

basic classification. Differentiating between exterior and interior gives the

location of the illness, while between cold and heat tells the nature of the

disorder, The differentiation between deficiency and excess represents
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8.3.1.2 Examination of disorders

There are four diagnostic methods in the examination of the patient.

Inspection is a method to diagnose the patient by examining the outer

appearance. A doctor who can diagnose correctly with inspection only is

considered a "divine doctor." The next type of method is by listening and

smelling. The doctor who can diagnose with this method is called the

"enlightened doctor." Another type of diagnosis is by inquiring after the

history and symptoms. A doctor at this level is called as an "artisan

doctor." The last type of diagnostic method uses palpations. The doctor

takes the pulse to determine the illness. The doctor at this level is called

the "technical doctor." 

In terms of diagnosis, the book mentions that the conditions of five

viscera are reflected on the outer body as five colors which follow the

principles of Liver-green/blue, Heart-red, Spleen-yellow, Lung-white, and

Kidney-black. With these principles, the examination of the face and eyes

is extremely important. Facial diagnosis is one of the key diagnostic

methods in Oriental medicine. The face reflects the true condition of the

internal physiology. The eyes are considered the gathering place of the

"bright essence" of the five viscera and are also regarded as the most

important aspect of diagnosis. The colors seen in the eyes are analyzed

for the organ conditions.

Discrete appendages are associated with each organ. The dysfunction of

an organ will lead to a malfunctioning of the associated appendages.

Thus, DongUiBoGam emphasizes the need to differentiate the

malfunction of the appendages from the loss of connection with the

mother organ. Sweating, accompanied by wet hair of the head and

dyspnea, indicate disconnection of the Lung gi. A smoky body color

resulting from only the yang gi remaining in the body, along with the wide
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8.3.1.4 Pulse examination

Normally, the pulse is lively when there is no disorder in the body.

However, the pulse changes when there is an abnormality in the body.

When taking the pulse, one needs to know whether the pulse is lively. In

addition, since Stomach energy directly affects pulse strength, one should

pay close attention to the Stomach gi before taking the pulse.

The pulse reflects the current condition of the body. By taking the pulse,

one is able to deduce the existence of any disorders. According to

DongUiBoGam, there are five bases of pulse examination: the

examination of the true visceral pulse without Stomach gi, the

smoothness of the pulse, the yin and yang aspects of pulse and checking

the cheok area尺 - chi in Chinese -  and chon area寸 - cun in Chinese -

pulses.

The pulse not only gives information on the disorder but also on the

person's personality. The pulse for symptoms and the pulse for

personality should be differentiated. The book defines differences in

pulses depending on gender, obesity, constitution and behavior. 

There are a total of 27 different types of pulse. The pulse types of

superficial, deep, slow, rapid, slippery, rough, thready and big are the

most frequently used. Pulse can be further simplified into superficial,

middle and deep. In the past, superficiality, depth, slowness and rapidity

were considered the most important aspects of the pulse examination.

8.3.1.5 Prescriptive principles

In DongUiBoGam, the principles of herbal usage are summarized into

four categories. 

First, one must determine whether pathogenic energy is stronger or
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the disorder's strength or weakness.

Second, before rendering the treatment, it is necessary to define the

nature of the disorder. Each disorder has definite properties.

DongUiBoGam explains the nature of disorders by the seasons, area of

manifestation, yin and yang aspects of the disease, day or night

appearance and metastasis between the organs.

Third, depending on one's constitution, there is difference in adaptation

to the disease. People with a dark complexion and light build normally

recover faster. Obese people with a pale complexion tend to recover

slowly. Dark-complexioned people can withstand wind-damp, while those

with pale skin and a reddish complexion cannot defend well against wind-

damp.  Light build people tend to have firmer muscles and tendons and

obese people have looser muscles, thus obese people need longer

recovery time. Different manifestations among different body

constitutions are all attributable to specific reasons.

Fourth, even though the doctor provides best possible treatment, there

can be no positive results if the patient does not cooperate. The best way

to cooperate with the treatment is to strictly follow the doctor's orders.

Fifth, since the pulse reflects the condition of the disorder, we need to

understand the disorder's root cause. However, a mismatch between

pulse and symptoms can confuse the diagnosis. It is important to

distinguish the contradiction and treat accordingly. 

And lastly, pathogenic gi of the five viscera tends to stay in the elbow,

waist, thigh and popliteal regions. These regions are all associated with

the viscera.
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8.3.1.6 Vomit

Vomit is intentionally induced when a patient is able to feel the inch pulse

but not the cubit pulse, in the early stages of cold damage when the

pathogen is still at the exterior level, in the early stages of cold damage

with chest stuffiness, when mentality is vague due to stroke and when

suffering a headache induced by wind. 

General principles exist for inducing vomiting. DongUiBoGam cites four

principles:

First, this method should be "used when the weather is clear." If the

condition is very severe, one may administer vomiting at any time, but

recommended time blocks are from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. or from 5 a.m. to 7

a.m.

Second, one should "go on a fast from the night before the vomit." Induce

vomiting on an empty stomach or between meals. However, under the

condition of wind-phlegm symptoms or after consuming rotten food,

vomiting can be induced immediately.

Third, both eyes should be "closed since the eyes tend to stay open." If

the patient is unconscious, the eyes should be forcefully closed by others.

Fourth, "people with weak constitutions should not vomit excessively."

People with strong constitutions can withstand vomiting out fully at once,

but feeble people should only vomit small volumes at a time.

8.3.1.7 Sweat

While vomiting is a favorable treatment method in the spring, sweating is

the chosen method for the summer season. DongUiBoGam cites a few

principles for inducing sweating:

First, "it is not recommended to induce sweating in the early morning."
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body energy is stronger, and then decide to administer tonification or

sedation. If the pathogenic energy is stronger, one must administer

sedation to expel the pathogenic gi. If the body energy is stronger, the body

must be tonified to drive away the pathogen naturally. 

Second, one must check the body temperature. If the body is cold, use

warming herbs. If the body is warm, then use cooling herbs to bring down

the temperature. If the body is slightly cool, use cooling herbs, and do the

same for a slightly warm body. The former is called co-acting treatment,

while the latter is called counteracting treatment.

Third, one must determine the correct location of the pathogen and set

the target. When the pathogen is at the exterior level, one can elect to

treat the exterior first and then the interior. Alternatively, one can treat the

interior and work on the exterior later. When the pathogen is at the

interior level, one can elect to treat the interior first and then exterior or

vice versa.

Fourth, one must use the herbal medicine according to the seasons and

environmental surroundings. Since the disorder may be closely tied with

society and nature, the harmony must be kept intact. 

However, the book actually suggests treating a disorder with food first

and then with herbal medicine. "The doctor diagnoses the disorder and

treats the patient with food. Only if the symptoms persist-then apply

herbal medicine." This is especially true for the elderly and for children.

Treating the disorder with diet is also effective for chronic patients who

dislike medication, or when treating a poor population and medicine is not

cost effective.
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and coolness will slow down the pharmacological actions. 

Third, "one needs to be extremely cautious with diarrhea." Purging herbs

can easily damage the Stomach gi. If diarrhea doesn't stop after using

herbs like rhubarb and mirabilite, prescriptions such as Yijoongtang理中湯

modified with mume fructus can stop the diarrhea. 

8.3.2 Wind and cold: Contents of volume two

In this volume, exteriorly induced pathogens are covered in the order of

wind, cold, summer heat, damp, dryness and fire.

8.3.2.1 Wind

When a healthy individual suddenly collapses and then hobbles with

difficult speech, the situation is often referred to as suffering from stroke.

In Oriental medicine, stroke is translated as "struck by wind." Wind can be

abrupt and unpredictable, so stroke is compared to a wind attack.

Scholars in the past did not always agree on the existence of wind.

According to Yellow Emperor's Classic, stroke caused by the exterior wind

had many flaws, and several opposing theories emerged. DongUiBoGam

organized the concept of "wind" in a detailed fashion, including wind-bi

風 (obstruction), rheumatoid arthritis, tetanus and so forth. This is Heo

Jun's understanding of the concept of wind.

Stroke commonly occurs in feeble individuals after the age of 50 and

rarely occurs in the younger generations. However, the chance of stroke

increases in the younger population with obesity. According to
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The best time is between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. However, if the disease is

acute and severe, sweating should be induced immediately. 

Second, "allow sweating until the hands and feet are soaking wet." Take

diaphoretic herbs and cover the entire body with a blanket. Then, slowly

sweat for two hours until the hands and feet are wet, but not dripping wet. 

Third, "when inducing a sweat, cover the upper body with a blanket of a

normal thickness, but cover the lower body with a blanket of ample

thickness." The disorder will not alleviate if the lower body sweats only

lightly.

Fourth, "depending on the symptoms, one needs to control the dose of

diaphoretic herbs." Even though it is recommended to take herbs three

times a day, the dose can be adjusted to as many as three times in half a

day. Take one pack of herb, and if the symptoms persist, repeat the same

prescription. If one fails to sweat after taking three packs, the prognosis is

unfavorable. 

8.3.1.8 Precipitation

Vomiting is a good treatment method in the spring, while sweating is

effective in summer, and inducing diarrhea is good during the fall.

DongUiBoGam suggests a few principles for inducing diarrhea:

First, "do not induce diarrhea later in the day." Diarrhea should be

induced in the yang time of the day, before 11 a.m. In treating a manic case,

diarrhea in the early hours is most effective. However, cold damage

disorders and the inability to take in food should try to have diarrhea after 11

a.m. 

Second, "if one fails to have diarrhea, eat warm gruel and if one cannot

stop diarrhea, then provide cool gruel." Warmth will activate the herbs
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channel, which causes headache, stiff neck and back. Then, the disease

progresses to the Yangmyeong陽明 channel that governs the flesh, and

circulates the nose and connects with the eyes. Possible symptoms are

fever, itchy eyes, dry nostrils and the inability to lie down. On the third day,

the pathogen enters the Soyang少陽 channel. Since this channel is

connected with the Gall Bladder, the pain is conveyed to the chest,

hypochondrium and ears. On the fourth day, the pathogen enters the

Taeeum太陰 channel, which runs through the Stomach and connects with

the throat. Possible symptoms are abdominal distension and dry throat.

On the fifth day of progression, the pathogen is in the Soeum少陰 channel,

which connects with the Lung through the Kidney and circulates the root

of the tongue. Cold damage in this stage is defined by a dry mouth and

tongue, and thirst. On the sixth day, the pathogen enters the Gworeum厥陰

channel, which runs around the genitals and ascends to connect with the

Liver. The key symptoms in this stage are stuffy chest and constriction of

the scrotum. If all of the three yin and three yang organs are diseased,

nutritive and protective gi cannot circulate the body, resulting in death.

DongUiBoGam further classifies the cold damage disorder by the

manifested symptoms, such as the yang pattern, yin pattern, exterior,

interior, yin reversal, yang reversal, yin toxin, yang toxin, deficiency of yang

from exuberance of yin and deficiency of yin from exuberance of yang. 

8.3.3 Cold, summer heat, damp, dryness, fire: Contents of
volume three

This section is the last part of the six gi.
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DongUiBoGam, an obese person may look strong on the outside, but often

suffer from a gi deficiency.

In general, passing out from apoplexy can be relieved by massaging the

GV26 with the thumb. Massaging the patient's hands and feet up and

down the body is equally effective. By doing so, accumulated phlegm gi is

dissipated and unable to penetrate the Heart, so the patient regains

consciousness. 

Another recommended method is to prick the Jeonghyeol井穴 - jing-well

in Chinese - points of the hand to bleeding and then needle LI4 and GV26

to circulate the gi.

Wind-bi is one of the Bi syndromes that hinder the movement of

extremities. DongUiBoGam classifies different types of Bi syndrome by

their primary causes of cold, damp and wind. Rheumatoid arthritis is seen

as the result of warm blood struck by the cold wind. For example, likely

causes of rheumatoid arthritis are a wind attack after the consumption of

alcohol, entering water after sweating or loosened skin pores due to

emaciation

8.3.2.2 Cold (part one)

The cold damage disorder is named after the cold-induced pathogen that

causes the illness. Exposure to cold dew in the morning or to frost in the

winter triggers the cold damage disorder. Cold gi entering the body can

initiate the disorder immediately, or it may stay latent for a while and

manifest in different seasons. A latent pathogen surfacing in the spring is

called "febrile disease," and in the summer is known as "summer-heat

disease." 

On the first day of cold damage, the pathogen is in the Taeyang太陽
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summer influx.

In the summer, yang is at its full force, and gi tends to float. The human

abdomen pertains to the earth gi, and as yang gi rises to the surface in the

summer, the abdomen becomes deficient in the yang energy. This is why

the yin energy stays concealed in the abdomen during the summer. It is

recommended to stay away from cool food during the summer season. 

8.3.3.3 Damp

An individual can often be affected by the dampness. During the late

summer season, exteriorly induced damp can be caused by dampness

from the mountains and swamps, getting soaked in the rain, being soaked

from sweat and so forth. Types of interiorly induced damp include eating

raw and cold food, consuming alcohol and suffering indigestion that leads

to damp accumulation in the Spleen.

If the dampness resides in the meridians, there will be a fever around

dusk with a stuffy nose. If the dampness is in the joints, the pain is all over

the body. If the dampness is in the viscera and the bowels, clear and turbid

energy are intermingled, resulting in diarrhea, dysuria and abdominal

distention. Surging of the Heart energy can lead to death at this stage.

According to DongUiBoGam, there are seven categories of damp-

induced disorders: central dampness caused by attack of the damp

energy, wind damp caused by wind in the body counteracting on the damp

energy, cold damp formed by collision of the cold and damp energies,

damp bi with numbness in the body, the adjoining of damp and heat

energies resulting in damp heat, the adjoining of damp and warm

energies resulting in damp warmth and alcohol-induced alcohol damp. 
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8.3.3.1 Cold (part two)

In this section, DongUiBoGam covers symptoms related to cold damage

disorders, known as "cold damage miscellaneous patterns." These

miscellaneous patterns include pain in the head, body and joints, aversion

to cold, aversion to heat, alternating chills and fever, flushed face, yellow

sclera, coating on the tongue, insomnia from heartburn, shaking from

coldness and pumping abdomen.

After covering the miscellaneous patterns, the book continues with other

complex symptoms associated with cold damage disorders including the

gulping of water from thirst, fever at fixed intervals, delirium, unorganized

speech or repetitive words, pain in the stomach pit area, nausea with

fever, muscle tremor, cold limbs with diarrhea, fullness of the lower

abdomen with urinary incontinence, defecation incontinence, vomiting of

parasites, fever despite sweating and fever in the uterus.

8.3.3.2 Summer heat

Under the influence of summer heat, one tends to accumulate dirt on the

face, sweat spontaneously and suffer from fever in the body, a stuffy chest,

thirst, lassitude, lethargy, lusterless hair, myalgia, diarrhea, coldness in

the limbs and dry frontal teeth. 

Heat stroke is classified into various types depending on its causes and

symptoms, and DongUiBoGam lists three types of heat stroke. First, one

must differentiate if the heat stroke occurred inside the house or outside,

with severe exposure to the sun. Second, one must differentiate summer

heat with dysentery and diarrhea from summer heat with aversion to cold

or summer heat with fever and pain. Third, one must differentiate similar

summer disorders of summer heat wind, latent summer heat and
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the cold patterns. Aversion to cold and heat should not be lightly

diagnosed. According to DongUiBoGam, aversion to heat is not a heat

pattern but a deficient pattern, while aversion to cold is not a cold pattern,

but is definitely a heat pattern. 

8.3.4 Internal injury, and deficiency vexation: Contents of
volume four

Following the six gi of wind, cold, summer heat, damp, dryness and fire,

the book continues with internal damage and deficiency vexation, which are

closely tied with internal conditions and righteous gi.

8.3.4.1 Internal injury

A human body depends on the Stomach actions to engage in life.

However, any dysfunction can lead to a disorder is referred to as internal

damage. Internal damage occurs with the improper intake of food or

under excess fatigue. In DongUiBoGam, a disorder due to the improper

management of food is called "food-drink damage," and internal damage

from fatigue is called "taxation fatigue damage."

There are two types of food-drink damage: that from lack of nutrition and

that from excess intake of food. Taxation fatigue damage also has two

subtypes: from physical fatigue and from mental fatigue. Physical fatigue

damages only gi, but mental fatigue drains both gi and blood.

Alcohol has the tendency to rise up, and gi always follows with ascending

alcohol energy. Once the gi rises up, phlegm is accumulated in the upper
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8.3.3.4 Dryness

Dryness in the body arises from the heat of fire. Dryness patterns include

rough and withered skin accompanied by itching. If the dryness is on the

exterior side, the skin is wrinkled and itchy, whereas dryness on the

interior side leads to a reduction of essence and blood. Dryness in the

upper energizer will cause extreme dryness of the throat and nose, and

dryness in the lower energizer will clog urination and defecation. In

general, dryness patterns are the result of blood deficiency that is unable

to nourish the bones. The principle treatment focuses on nourishing the

blood.

8.3.3.5 Fire

Fire not only affects one's behavior, but can also easily turn into a

disorder if fire energy is in excess. The fire energy has the tendency to

vanish all materials. Fire melts metal, reduces the earth energy, burns

the wood energy and dries up the water energy. Thus, DongUiBoGam

mentions that the disorders caused by the fire is very harmful, distinctive,

and progress very rapidly to death in severe cases.

DongUiBoGam cites three methods of differentiating the area of fever in

the body. First, differentiate the area by palpating with the hand. Second,

through the area of fever, analyze the heat patterns in the viscera. Third,

identify the heat in the viscera by examining the facial colors.

The book suggests eight types of heat patterns:upper energizer heat,

middle energizer heat, lower energizer heat, stagnated heat, steaming

bone heat, five center heat in which the chest, palms and soles become

warm, tidal fever with a specific onset time and deficiency vexation. 

Not all fevers belong to the heat patterns, just as not all chills belong to
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vexation refers to the body in the painstaking stage due to a lack of some

necessary constituent. Based on the symptoms, deficiency vexation is

further divisible into five taxations, six extremes and seven damages. The

five taxations pertain to troubles in the five visceral organs, while the six

extremes pertain to problems in the exterior body. The seven damages

are defined by damage to essential stamina. 

In deficiency vexation, yin deficiency plays the key role. The heaven is the

yang energy that circulates around the earth, and the earth is the yin

energy that upholds the heaven. The sun pertains to the yang energy and

circulates around the moon, while the moon pertains to the yin energy,

and its brightness comes from the sunlight. The human body receives

energy of heaven and earth, gi from the heavenly yang and blood derived

from the earthly yin. Thus, yang is always abundant, while yin is always

lacking. By the same token, gi is always abundant, and blood is always

deficient. 

Deficiency in the body is generally sorted into three types. In terms of yin-

yang, there are yin deficiency and yang deficiency. The same goes for gi-

blood: there are gi deficiency and blood deficiency. Since gi is a part of the

yang energy and blood is a part of yin energy, yin deficiency is blood

deficiency, while yang deficiency is gi deficiency. In severe cases, both yin

and yang aspects are deficient at the same time. 

For Liver damage due to deficiency vexation with the symptoms of pale

complexion, muscle atrophy and dimmed vision, herbal formulas of

Samultang四物湯 and Ssanghwatang雙和湯 are prescribed. For deficiency

vexation from Heart gi and gi-blood deficiency, Chunwangboshimdan天王

補心丹 is the choice of herbal medicine. Emaciation and Spleen deficiency

from lack of nutrition can be alleviated by taking Chunjinwon天眞元. Cough

with profuse phlegm, shortness of breath and spitting of blood, the
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energizer with dysuria. The symptoms are mild in the initial stages with

conditions of vomiting, sweating, a boil on the skin, a burgundy nose,

diarrhea, heart impediment and others. These conditions can be treated

with dispersing methods. However, if the conditions become chronic,

diabetes, jaundice, lung wilting, hemorrhoid, drum distention, blindness,

asthma, worked water and epilepsy are possible consequences.

DongUiBoGam mentions that only highly skilled doctors can treat if the

conditions turn chronic.

Differentiating external contraction and internal damage is key in treating

most disorders. One should not practice medicine without the proper

knowledge to differentiate. DongUiBoGam suggests several criteria for

differentiation such as aversion to cold, aversion to wind, fever, body ache,

cold and heat, headache, stamina, condition of the palm, thirst, taste,

breathing, speech and pulse. The book also cites treatment methods for

the internal damage and external contraction. 

Since every region has a different climate, one must adjust the body to

the region's climate. One often contracts a disorder because of an

incompatibility with the water. Factors that can trigger endemic disorders

include excessive sexual activities, eating bad food, excess hunger or

fullness, living in filthy conditions, exposure to morning dew and others.

People who travel constantly need to pay special attention to food and

routine activities in order to prevent endemic disorders. Normally,

endemic and damp disorders must be treated concurrently.

8.3.4.2 Deficiency vexation

Deficiency is defined as a weakness and a lack of something, while

vexation is defined as fatigue and troublesomeness. Thus, deficiency
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more difficult to treat than damp internal convulsion, and death may even

occur after a short duration. 

For the treatment of dry internal convulsion, drink a small portion of high

concentration salt water and stimulate the throat to induce vomiting. If the

first trial is unsuccessful, repeat the procedure until the patient vomits.

This method is superior to other known methods. 

For the treatment of damp internal convulsion, stir-fry two bowls of salt,

then wrap the salt in cloth and place it on the chest and back. Iron the

wrapped salt to smear the salt energy into the body. Then, apply the salt

pack to the back again. This will successfully cure the symptoms.

For treating internal convulsion with acupuncture, two methods are

chosen: bloodletting of stagnated blood and promoting gi and blood

circulation. Bloodletting should be performed on BL40 and the tips of

fingers. Scraping the chest, back, hands and feet will promote the gi and

blood circulation. DongUiBoGam cites promoting the circulation of gi and

blood as being a more effective treatment than bloodletting. 

8.3.5.2 Vomiting

Vomiting is done either with or without the noise, but both types are

caused by Spleen gi deficiency and cold pathogen in the Stomach. 

Vomiting includes various symptoms of near vomiting, heartburn, noise

from the abdomen without regurgitation and pain in the stomach pit after

ingestion of food.

Dysphagia occlusion and stomach reflux are also considered vomiting

symptoms. These are the symptoms of being able to drink water but not

to pass much food, and even the passed food cannot reach the stomach

and refluxes upward. 
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symptoms of Lung deficiency, can be treated with Insamgo人蔘膏 or

Doksamtang獨蔘湯. For Kidney deficiency, the herbal prescription of

Yukmijihwangwon六味地黃元 is commonly given. 

8.3.5 Internal convulsion, vomiting, and cough: Contents of
volume five

Following the six gi, internal injury and deficiency vexation, the book

continues with the topics of internal convulsion, vomiting and cough. These

are all caused by internal and external injuries. 

8.3.5.1 Internal convulsion

Regarding the causes of internal convulsion, DongUiBoGam denies the

old and absurd theory of internal convulsion being caused by a ghost.

Instead, the book suggests that internal convulsion is caused by food,

especially eating rotten food or raw and cold food. Improper diet will lead

to the accumulation of dampness in the body, which eventually leads to

the formation of heat in the body that blocks the functions of the middle

energizer. As a result, the gi cannot ascend or descend in the body,

causing internal convulsion. 

Based on its manifestations, internal convulsion is divided into dry

internal convulsion and damp internal convulsion. Dry internal convulsion

is defined by symptoms of bloating in the abdomen and the stomach pit,

with stabbing pain but no vomiting or diarrhea. Damp internal convulsion

means "vomiting above and diarrhea below." Dry internal convulsion is
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8.3.6 Accumulated rheum, edema, distention, thirst, and
jaundice:Contents of volume six

Topics of the volume six include accumulated rheum, edema, distention,

thirst and jaundice, all of which are difficult to cure and deeply tied with adult

diseases.

8.3.6.1 Accumulated rheum 

Accumulated rheum (mass) is defined as the bulging of flesh on the

abdomen, chest or flanks. An accumulated mass can result from gi

stagnation or gi gathering and can occur both in the viscera and the

bowels.

DongUiBoGam mentions accumulated mass in the viscera and the food-

derived mass. Food-derived masses are further classified into food

accumulation, alcohol accumulation, noodle accumulation from too much

flour-based food, meat accumulation, seafood accumulation, fruits and

vegetable accumulation, tea accumulation, water accumulation, blood

accumulation and parasitic accumulation.

Accumulation only occurs in weak and feeble individuals. In the book,

nourishing the righteous gi will lead to the spontaneous disappearance of

an accumulation. An analogy to this process is as follows:If a pathogen is

overwhelmed by a good energy, then the pathogen cannot be strong by

itself. Strong true gi and Stomach gi will cause dissipation of the

accumulation. It is recommended to first strengthen the deficient aspect

in order to tighten the gi and blood. If one tries to resolve the accumulation

and dissipate the mass quickly, it will initially show temporary relief, but

the body will become more feeble. Strong purging herbs are
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8.3.5.3 Cough

Cough may or may not be accompanied by phlegm. Cough without

phlegm is due to injury to the Lung gi, and cough with phlegm is from the

dampness of the Spleen.

However, cough does not always pertain to the Lung. All of the visceral

organs are responsible for cough. One needs to examine the symptoms

carefully to determine the associated organs. 

DongUiBoGam assorts cough by its different causes: wind cough, cold

cough, heat cough, damp cough, stagnation cough, vexation cough, food

stagnation cough, gi cough, phlegm cough, dry cough, bloody cough and

alcohol cough. Symptomatic classifications of enduring cough, night

cough and heaven-current cough are other types of cough.

Asthma means the "panting of breath." It is caused by excess fire and

exuberance of gi. DongUiBoGam categorizes asthma into eight types

based on their symptoms and causes: wind-cold panting, phlegm panting,

gi panting, fire panting, water panting, enduring panting, Stomach

deficient panting and yin deficient panting. 

Wheezing is referred to a condition of dyspnea that is triggered by

phlegm panting. Distention of the Lung is associated with the symptoms

of cough accompanied by vexation and agitation. Lung wilting is

associated with the symptoms of shortness of breath, cough, alternating

chills and fever and breaking out in a cold sweat.

The word for "cough and counterflow" is the same as for "hiccough."

Some of the ways to stop the hiccoughs is by inducing sneezing by

stimulating the nostrils, holding the breath and raising the energy in the

abdomen and sudden surprise.
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vinegar when preparing a meal. Second, "be extremely careful with

acupuncture needles." Only GV26 should be needled. Inserting needles

anywhere else may lead to the leaking of bodily fluids that can cause

serious illness. Third, "strictly avoid sweet herbs." Sweet herbs can

worsen the damp inside the body and cause severe distention. 

8.3.6.3 Distention

Distention refers to conditions of swelling of only the abdomen, as the

face, eyes and limbs stay normal. In a later stage, the abdomen becomes

empty like a drum, which is also known as drum distention. Distention is

differentiated from edema, as edema features swelling of the whole body. 

Distention is divided into deficiency distention and excess distention.

Deficiency distention has symptoms of vomiting, diarrhea and an inability

to eat, and the abdomen is soft upon pressure. Excess distention is

caused by yang heat, and the accompanying symptoms are body heat,

thirst, bloating and tightness upon pressure. 

In general, it is recommended to empty the bowels by inducing a

diarrhea. Distention is often the result of Spleen deficiency; thus, the

Spleen must be tonified. Another approach is to nourish the Lung to

suppress the Liver energy, preventing the Liver from acting on the Spleen.

Suppressing the Heart fire by enriching the Kidney is done to enable the

full functioning of the Lung. Avoid taking in salt, listening to music and

daydreaming, as this can lead to the alleviation of the disorder. 

8.3.6.4 Wasting-thirst

The word "wasting" means the fire can boil or burn everything. The heat
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contraindicated for the treatment of accumulations, as these herbs will

unnecessarily injure the true gi and Stomach gi.

8.3.6.2 Edema 

The condition of edema is defined by the swelling of the entire body,

especially the face and extremities, the thinning of the skin and a pitting

sensation when pressed with the finger. 

Depending on the affected areas, DongUiBoGam classifies edema into

10 types. Swelling from the flank region is called "blue edema," and

swelling from under the tongue is called "red edema." Swelling from the

waist and abdomen is called "yellow edema," while swelling from the legs

is called "white edema," and swelling from the pubic region is called

"black edema." Swelling from the face is "dark edema," and swelling

from the limbs is called "wind edema." Swelling from the male genitals is

called "stone edema," and swelling from the lower abdomen is called

"high edema." "Qi edema" refers to a condition of exacerbation and

alleviation of symptoms. 

Other classifications may include yang binding syndrome, gi aspect

syndrome and blood aspect syndrome, based on the various causes and

symptoms. Yang binding syndrome occurs when the illness is at the gi

level combined with damp-heat, and results as edema. Gi aspect

syndrome occurs when the gi is blocked by yin that leads to stuffiness of

the chest, borborygmus and soreness of the bones. Blood aspect

syndrome is defined by the thinning of the blood down to water and

swelling in the extremities due to a lack of vessel circulation.

DongUiBoGam suggests three contraindications for edema. First, "do

not intake even single dose of salt." If there is no appetite, add a bit of
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wasting-Kidney. Wasting-Kidney may be induced by the intake of too

many minerals, which consumes the true gi and herbal energy still

remaining in the body.

Eating well under the condition of wasting-thirst may bring the onset of

flat abscess of the brain or abscess on the back, and eating poorly may

cause distention-all of which are difficult to treat. Welling abscess occurs

as a complication of wasting-thirst, as excess fire pathogen resides on the

skin.

8.3.6.5 Jaundice

According to DongUiBoGam, a process of jaundice is similar to the

production of yeast. Damp-heat is comparable to the soybean malt, and

jaundice is as the resulting yeast. Steaming of damp-heat will cause heat

in the blood, and the blood will appear a muddy color. The color will

disperse on the face and eyes, and then spread to the nails and skin, and

eventually to all over the body.

DongUiBoGam classifies jaundice into five subtypes according to their

symptoms: jaundice, liquor jaundice, grain jaundice, sexual taxation

jaundice and yellow sweat. 

First, jaundice is defined by a yellowish tint on the face, eyes, teeth, limbs,

body trunk and even in the urine. This type of jaundice is often triggered by

taking a cold bath on hot days, causing an accumulation of heat in the

Stomach. Second, liquor jaundice is caused by alcohol consumption. Its

manifestations are difficulty urinating, five center heat, the inability to eat

well and occasional nausea. Third, grain jaundice is accompanied by

alternating chills and fever, the inability to eat well, dizziness and

uneasiness. Grain jaundice is caused by excess hunger due to heat in the
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inside the body metabolizes the food easily and also guides smooth

urination. "Thirst" means feeling thirst repeatedly. As seen in the name of

the disorder, wasting-thirst is characterized by the frequent intake of food,

thirstiness and frequent urination.

Wasting-thirst is mainly found in obese people eating rich, greasy foods.

When an obese person consumes greasy food, the interstices of the skin

become clogged. The flow of yang energy is blocked, leading to weight

gain and entrapment of the heat inside. Heat in the body is manifested as

a rising of the yang energy causing thirst and an overflow of the Spleen gi

resulting in wasting-thirst. 

Upper wasting occurs when deficient Heart cannot grasp the rising of

heat, as vexation and agitation of the chest occur with redness of the

tongue and lips. People suffering from upper wasting are thirsty and

urinate frequently in small amounts, and drink ample amounts of fluid.

Upper wasting pertains to the upper energizer and is known as wasting-

thirst.

Middle wasting occurs when deficient Spleen cannot handle the heat

accumulated in the middle energizer, as the latent yang energy overflows

to the Stomach, expediting the digestive process. Thus, people tend to eat

double the amount, yet remain slim. Thirst is not severe and urination is

frequent and the urine sweet in taste. Middle wasting pertains to the

middle energizer.

Lower wasting occurs as latent heat attacks the deficient Kidney.

Associated manifestations are the emaciation of legs and knees, soreness

of joints and loss of semen and marrow. Ingested water immediately

turns into urine, which appears turbid. Patients with lower wasting should

not drink much even when thirsty.

Lower wasting pertains to the lower energizer and is also known as
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8.3.7.1 Malaria

Invasion by the heat on summer days will turn into malaria in the fall. In

the early stages, it is difficult to determine which meridian is affected. It

can be one of either the three yang meridians or the three yin meridians.

Differentiation can be made by examining the specific symptoms, and

DongUiBoGam strongly suggests treating the pertinent meridian. 

Malaria manifesting on the Taeyang meridian is referred to as cold

malaria, and the treatment involves inducing sweating. Malaria

manifesting on the Yangmyeng meridian is referred to as heat malaria,

and the treatment of choice is the induction of diarrhea. Malaria

manifesting on the Soyang meridian is called wind malaria, and treatment

is rendered to disperse the wind. These three types of malaria that occur

on the yang meridians are collectively called fulminant malaria.

Symptoms can be extremely severe in cases of fulminant malaria. Cases

of malaria on the yin meridians are called "warm one" and are not

categorized into subtypes.

DongUiBoGam classified malaria into 11 types depending on their

symptoms and causes. These are wind malaria, cold malaria, heat

malaria, damp malaria, phlegm malaria, food malaria, taxation malaria,

ghost malaria, epidemic malaria, miasmic malaria and malaria. 

Malaria is a combination of yin and yang with alternating chills and fever.

To treat malaria, it is necessary to separate the yin and yang. Half the

herbs should be warming, and the other half should be cooling herbs to

separate the yin and yang. Severe malaria requires stronger herbs to

contain the symptoms. If the disorder persists, the next step is tonification

of the Stomach.
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Stomach, but the inability to digest in time leads to an upset stomach.

Sexual taxation jaundice has the symptoms of a darkened forehead, slight

sweating, five center heat and irritability of the Urinary Bladder in the

evening. This type of jaundice is likely to be caused by engaging in a sexual

activity after physical exertion or on hot days. Lastly, yellow sweat is

defined by the swelling of the body with fever and thirst. The sweat in this

case is yellow, which stains the clothes yellow.

The book emphasizes that the treatment principles should vary based on

the symptoms. If the urine is reddish-yellow, this indicates damp-heat,

and treatment should focus on clearing the damp-heat. If the urine is

clear, one should not render a treatment to clear the heat. If symptoms

indicate deficiency and cold, then a treatment appropriate for deficiency

vexation should be rendered. If the jaundice is caused by food stagnation,

then the stagnation should be relieved and diuretic herbs used. 

8.3.7 Malaria, epidemic diseases, mania, and abscess:
Contents of volume seven

The conditions of malaria, epidemic diseases, mania and abscess are

discussed in this section. These are peculiar disorders. In cases of malaria,

shivering is seen on hot summer days. Epidemic diseases are explained by

people manifesting similar symptoms, while mania shows symptoms of

possession by a ghost. Abscess refers to a condition of the formation of a

lump on the skin or tissues.
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result of possession by a ghost. 

However, DongUiBoGam denies this disorder is caused by a ghost.

Instead, the phenomenon is caused by extreme deficiency of gi and blood,

lack of essence and spirit, as well as phlegm-fire action. The indication of

seeing imaginary objects means that the spirit cannot maintain its ground

in the case of extreme depletion of the source gi.

To treat this peculiar type of maniac, DongUiBoGam lists prescriptions of

Taeeulshinjungdan 太乙神精丹, Hoechoonbyeoksadan 回春 邪丹, and

Yijageonsalgwiwon李子建殺鬼元. These are made with herbs such as

cinnabar and realgar.

8.3.7.4 Abscess (part one)

Abscess arises when the circulation of gi and blood is stagnated and they

conglomerate along the meridians. In Oriental medicine, abscess is a

translation of the term for blockage and deposit. An abscess is formed

when there is a blockage of yang by yin, and yin by yang, as cold energy

and heat cannot dissipate. 

The presence of abscess can be determined by pressing the affected

area. DongUiBoGam explains an abscess from blockage is formed on the

superficial level and slight pressure will cause pain. Abscess from deposit

is deeper in the skin; therefore, stronger pressure is required to produce

pain since it is associated with the visceral organs and lacking in symptoms.
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8.3.7.2 Epidemic diseases

DongUiBoGam suggests two possible reasons for the breakout of

epidemic diseases. The first theory is that they result from pathogenic

energy: a form of creek water that is unable to flow and therefore gets

trapped for a long time, and turns into a steam. Epidemic diseases often

initiate in prisons, markets or even in kitchens.

Another theory is that epidemics arise from abnormalities of the

weather. DongUiBoGam puts greater emphasis on the latter theory.

Epidemic diseases from weather changes are also called seasonal gi

disorders. The book cites two kinds of weather abnormalities. One is a

quotation from Yellow Emperor's Classic: "Epidemic disease arises when

the body is damaged by cold weather in the winter or when the body's

energy cannot defend the body." Basically, this is attributed to

inappropriate health care.

The book continues to explain two types of peculiar epidemic diseases.

The first is massive head scourge. Its symptoms are headache and

swelling of the head to an extreme size, which is distinctive from other

epidemics. Swelling from the ears is called toad head scourge, and

swelling from the chin is called cormorant scourge. Massive head

scourge is an extremely critical type of epidemic, since the majority of

patients will eventually die. Another critical type is a miasmic epidemic.

This is caused by shady and damp energy arising during the spring and

fall seasons in the southern areas. 

8.3.7.3 Mania

This type of mania is defined by hallucination and talking in a random

fashion, or the engagement in odd behaviors. Often, it is considered the
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8.3.9.1 Common wound

All types of wounds occurring in normal daily activities are discussed in

the section, including injuries from metal, falling, being hit, broken bones

and torn ligaments, severed ears, nose and tongue, caning, animal bites,

mad dog bites and insect bites. Practical treatment methods including

surgery are prescribed for each type of injury, as are partial incantation

methods.

8.3.9.2 Detoxification

In this section, various types of intoxications and methods to detoxify are

covered. Toxins of interest include insect, arsenic poison, mushroom,

puffer fish, mercury and other meats and fishes. The book covers insect

poisoning extensively. 

8.3.9.3 Emergency

In this section, DongUiBoGam cites cases of sudden death. These include

10 emergency cases listed by Hua-Tuo in addition to drowning, freezing to

death, self-injury, a suicide attempt and other critical cases when the life

is in jeopardy. 

8.3.9.4 Diseases of unknown causes

According to DongUiBoGam, 27 types of peculiar disorders are collected

under the term "diseases of unknown causes." 
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8.3.8 Abscess and boil :Contents of volume two

In this section, the book continues with the rest of the discussion on

abscess and various types of boils. 

8.3.8.1 Abscess (part two)

Concluded in part one.

8.3.8.2 Boil

Various types of boils that are covered in this section include leprosy,

syphilis, scrofula, tuberculosis, goiter, oozing boil, scabies and ringworm,

boil resembling a human face, genital erosion, boils of limbs, Kidney wind

sore, steeping boil, cold sore, burns, everted flower sore, lacquer sore,

soft sore (small eruption) and soreness from wind pathogen or water

invasions. 

8.3.9 Common wound, detoxification, emergency, diseases of
unknown cause, and various prescriptions: Contents of
volume nine

Common miscellaneous disorders that can occur in daily lives are

discussed here. Common wound, detoxification, emergency, diseases of

unknown cause and various prescriptions for survival are listed in this

section.
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disorders after the delivery, infant's pillow pain, blood dizziness, profuse

uterine bleeding, epistaxis, dysphasia after delivery, fever after delivery,

drooping of breasts after delivery, inducing lactation, prolapse of the uterus,

headache after delivery, nausea after delivery, dysuria after delivery,

dysentery and diarrhea, constipation, edema, delayed delivery, prescriptions

to induce sterility, deficiency after delivery, medicines to prepare before

delivery, first-aid care for newborns and acupuncture and moxibustion

treatments.

8.3.11 Pediatrics:Contents of volume 11

DongUiBoGam extensively covered pediatric disorders. The book covers

convulsion and small pox in great detail. The section on pediatrics not only

covers the disorders but also growth, childcare and health management. 

The following items are covered in this section: "it is difficult to treat

pediatric disorders," "genesis of the viscera and bowels," "relieving

congenital boils in a newborn," "washing a newborn," "cutting the placenta,"

"selecting a nanny," "feeding a newborn," "protecting a child,"

"transmutation and steaming," "predicting the lifespan of a newborn,"

"taking the pulse of a child," "picture to see the facial shape and color,"

"first-aid of a newborn," "tetanus," "pursed lips," "umbilical wind," "visiting

hostility and child stroke," "crying at night," "deficiency and excess of the five

viscera," "convulsion wind," "initial symptoms of convulsion wind,"

"convulsion wind is differentiated into deficiency and excess by heat and

divided into unfavorable and favorable patterns and rendering treatment

with priority," "five types of symptoms of convulsion of hands and feet from
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8.3.9.5 Various prescriptions

Other rescuing methods and valuable tips for enjoying a healthy lifestyle

are listed in this section. 

8.3.10 Gynecology:Contents of volume 10

In the section on gynecology, the book continues with pregnancy, delivery

and first-aid techniques for newborns:specific details of methods to get

pregnant, ways to obtain a boy, the development of the fetus during

gestation, nausea during the pregnancy and methods for easy delivery.

Abnormal delivery, contraceptive methods and good days for delivery and

position are also explained. 

DongUiBoGam lists numerous interesting topics pertaining to gynecology,

including methods to induce pregnancy, selecting a woman with high

productivity, pulse-taking, contraindications during pregnancy, development

of the fetus, testing for pregnancy, guessing a gender, twins and triplets,

changing the gender during pregnancy, morning sickness, taking care of

health during pregnancy, fetal spotting, stirring fetus, miscarriage, fetal

safety based on the mother's complexion, symptoms of delivery, methods of

safe delivery, inducing easy delivery by thinning the fetus, 10 types of

delivery, hard labor from lack of pelvic widening, herbal medicine to induce

easy delivery, external application of medicine, methods to push out dead

fetus, placenta not coming out, disorders associated with delivery, epilepsy

of pregnancy, pregnancy vexation, strangury of pregnancy, cough of

pregnancy, diarrhea of pregnancy, malaria of pregnancy, cold, dysphasia

during pregnancy, fetal crying in the womb, bell sound in the womb,
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the convulsion wind," "mild and severe convulsion and tugging," "shouting

or not shouting during convulsion," "don't grasp tight during convulsion,"

"infantile convulsion and epilepsy," "acute convulsion," "chronic convulsion,"

"medications to treat both acute and chronic convulsion," "chronic Spleen

wind," "mania," "pediatric gan disease," "five visceral gan," "gan eyes,"

"various types of heat," "stagnation and aggregation," "vomiting and

diarrhea," "wind-cold attack," "shortness of breathe and coughing from

phlegm-drool," "diarrhea and dysentery," "abdominal pain with swelling',

"weakness of head, neck, limbs, mouth, and muscles," "late closure of

fontanelle', "bulging fontanelle," "depressed fontanelle," "delayed speech

and walk," "delayed growth of hair and teeth," "turtle back and chest,"

"dribbling," "erysipelas," "lesions," "terminating lactation," "symptoms of

infantile death", "pox, macules and papules are from erysipelas,"

"prescriptions for treating smallpox," "methods to prevent smallpox,"

"methods to differentiate smallpox," "smallpox is a type of epidemic

diseases," "five major symptoms of smallpox," "methods to treat smallpox,"

"duration of smallpox," as well as various associated symptoms of

smallpox.
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8-4

Herbal decoction
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Herbal decoction

The section on herbal decoction contains all subjects on medications. In the

first section, collection, preparation, decoction, pharmacology, dosage and

contraindications are explained. Then, herbs are classified based on their

functions. Since water is considered the foundation of all living things, it is

listed first, with 32 subtypes. Each herb is listed with its Korean name, making

it more approachable for the general public. 

8.4.1 Methods of decoction, fluid, soil, grain, human, animal,
and dried animal: Contents of volume one

8.4.1.1 Methods of decoction

The fourth volume of DongUiBoGam deals with herbal medicine and

features an introductory part as well as detailed sections on specific

topics. The section starts with an introduction followed by collection and

preparation, prescription, decoction, pharmacology and herbs specifically

pertaining to the five viscera and meridians.

8.4.1.2 Fluids

Fluids first originate in the heaven, so they are listed first. In this section,

33 types of fluids are explained. Among these are water from the well,

spring water, water from hot springs, valley water, river water, ocean

water, ice, rice boiled water, boiled water and even silkworm cooked

water. Depending on the water's temperature, the season, location, the

water's constituents, flow and processing, they will yield different efficacies. 

8.4.1.3 Soils

Various types of soil have medicinal efficacy. Clay from the kiln, clay

scraped from the walls and sand underneath the well are all good

sources of medicine. In this section, the book lists 18 types of soil. Since all

things derive from the earth, DongUiBoGam ranks the soils second to

water. 

8.4.1.4 Grains

Grains sustain the lives of humans living between the heaven and earth.

Grains absorb the energy from the earth; thus, their characters are

neutral and bland. However, they also provide sweetness at the same

time. Grains tonify the body and pass through the digestion system with

ease, so they can be enjoyed for a long time. Grains are especially

beneficial to humans. In this section, DongUiBoGam lists 107 types of

grain. Included are popular grains such as rice, millet, barnyard millet,

barley, bean, sesame, foxtail millet, Indian millet, wheat, red bean, Job's

tears, mung bean, poppy seed, as well as derivatives of yeast, alcohol,
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flying squirrel, weasel are some of the animals listed in the book. Among

these, dragon bone, elephant tusk, water buffalo, monkey and camel are

imported from overseas. Not only is the flesh of animals used as

medicine, but their organs, skin, antler, secretions and excretions are

used as well.

8.4.2 Fish, insect, fruit, and others: Contents of volume two

8.4.2.1 Fishes

According to DongUiBoGam, 27 species, totaling 53 types, of fish are

used for medicinal purposes, including both freshwater and salt-water

fishes, and squid, cuttlefish and octopus. Some of the 27 species are carp,

goldfish, squid, snakefish, eel, shark, mandarin fish, herring, croaker,

mullet, perch, catfish, freshwater eel, flatfish, stingray, puffer fish, codfish,

octopus, cuttlefish, trout, salmon, whitebait, mudfish, sandfish, mackerel

and others. Then, the book specifically lists certain parts of the fish that

may be used, such as the flesh, bone, marrow, blood, intestine, scales,

eyes, teeth and fins. Some must be made into a soup, boiled or eaten raw. 

8.4.2.2 Insects

The section on insects not only covers insects, but also anything other

than birds and mammals. Besides the modern classification of insects,

other creatures including mollusks, reptiles, amphibians, crustaceans

and shellfish are listed in this section. A total of 95 types are included.
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bean paste, vinegar, wheat-gluten and tofu. 

8.4.1.5 Human products

Various constituents of the human body are precious treatment

modalities, for example, urine from children, the hygienic band of a

woman and the placenta after delivery. In this section, DongUiBoGam

names 23 types of human products.

8.4.1.6 Animal products

DongUiBoGam cites 107 kinds of birds for medicinal usage. Most of the

birds we see are applicable. Chicken, duck, goose, sparrow, swallow,

pigeon, magpie, crow, cuckoo, pheasant, hawk, mud hen, bush warbler,

mandarin duck, woodpecker, crane, swan, Korean crow-tit, white stork,

owl, bat, seagull and wild goose are all superb medicinal products. For

some birds, their flesh may be used, and other parts such as the head,

eye, egg, feces, oil and beak are used. There are three general

classifications of birds in the book: birds to tonify the body, the medicinal

usage of birds' eggs and feces and usage for treatments.

8.4.1.7 Other animal products

Wild animals are valuable sources of treating various disorders. Total of

236 types of animals are listed in DongUiBoGam. Dragon bone, elephant,

deer, cow, bear, horse, ocean otter, roe deer, ram, goat, water buffalo,

tiger, leopard, wildcat, cat, rabbit, pig, boar, donkey, fox, otter, badger,

raccoon, sable, seal, Korean wolf, wolf, camel, monkey, porcupine, rat,
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section. Greens harvested in the field, wild vegetables mushrooms

collected in the mountain and prairie and seaweeds from the ocean are all

collectively included here. Some of listed items include taro,

marshmallow, chard, spinach, hibiscus, turnip, radish, Chinese cabbage,

mustard, lettuce, Elsholtziae, ginger, dried ginger, green onion, garlic,

leek, scallion, Nepeta, purple perilla, watermelon, musk melon,

cucumber, wax gourd, dishcloth gourd, sweet melon, bitter melon,

eggplant, peppermint, Ocimum, green perilla, Solanum, Zingiber mioga,

rape flower, butterbur, amaranthus, bamboo shoot, shepherd's purse,

Codonopsis, broad bellflower, wild rocambole, fern brake, snail clover,

Houttuyniae, Japanese angelica, Brasenia, water pepper, water mugwort,

dropwort, tree mushroom, Armillariella, shiitake mushroom, Umbilicaria,

seaweed, kelp, laver, glue plant and others. Various parts of the

vegetables are used for herbs, including the root, leaf, fruit and so forth.

There are 122 listings in the section.

8.4.2.5 Woods

In this section, the book deals with woods used as medicine. Fruiting

woods are covered in another section under "fruit," but the rest are

mentioned here. There are 156 types of wood-derived herbs. Herbs in this

section are described in the fashion of materia medica. Fruit, stem, leaf,

root, resin and other parts of the wood are used as a medicine.

8.4.2.6 Jades

In DongUiBoGam, jade and other precious stones are listed as usable

medicinal substances. These include jade powder, glass, coral and pearl.
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These are further classified into 40 types, including bee, oyster, turtle,

terrapin, abalone, crab, crawfish, praying mantis, cicada, maggot,

silkworm, locust, snail, horsefly, clam, seahorse, toad, frog, shrimp, mud

snail, conch, snake, spider, earthworm, centipede, lizard, leech, blister

beetle, caterpillar, bat, scorpion, anteater, dragonfly, firefly, sow bug,

moth, lice, tadpole and so forth. Depending on the type of creature, the

skin, legs and other parts of the body, as well as their excretions are used

as medicine.

8.4.2.3 Fruits

DongUiBoGam covers both medicinal fruits and their trees in the same

section. Quite a few fruits and trees used as medicine. Most of the familiar

fruits are actually used for medicinal purposes. Some of the common

ones are lotus, water chestnut, tangerine and orange, immature

tangerine, bitter orange peel, Chinese quince, loquat, lichee, longan,

Torreya nut, coconut, fig, sugar cane, chestnut, jujube, grape and

strawberry, cherry, the fruit of Actinidia arguta, Japanese apricot, Mume

fructus, ripened apricot, persimmon, peach, apricot, pomegranate, pear,

crab apple, plum, walnut, pine nut, hazelnut, ginkgo, hawthorn berry and

so forth. Among these, orange, coconut, sugar cane, longan, fig and a few

more are from tropical or subtropical regions that are imported through

China. The skin, kernel, stalk or seeds of the fruits are used. This section

includes 91 types of fruits and their derivatives as medicinal substances. 

8.4.2.4 Vegetables

DongUiBoGam lists greens and wild vegetables used as herbs in this
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Except for pearl, the rest are imported from China. 

8.4.2.7 Stone and minerals

DongUiBoGam lists 55 types of stones for medicinal use. Some of the

important substances are cinnabar, muscovitum, stalactitum, realgar,

talcum, limonitum, fluoritum, halloysitum rubrum, gypsum, actionlitum,

glauberite, lithargyrum, arsenic, haematitum and so forth. Others such as

alumen, magnet and salt were used not only in alchemy but also as in

medicine. Some of more peculiar substances that are cited in the book as

medicines include lime, stone from patients suffering from Lin syndrome,

petrified crab, aged tile and brick, and ceramic fragments. 

8.4.2.8 Metals

Gold powder, silver powder, mercury, lead, steel, copper mirror and

even nails can be used as medicinal substances. DongUiBoGam lists 33

types of minerals and metals usable for medicinal purposes. Gold, silver,

mercury and its composites, lead, copper and steel are covered in depth. 
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8-5
Acupuncture and 

moxibustion
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Acupuncture and moxibustion

The chapter on acupuncture and moxibustion abridged complicated theories

and focuses on practical information for actual clinical usage. The contents

include types of needles, needing techniques, moxibustion techniques, point

location, tonification and sedation, the passage of 12 meridians and

extraordinary meridians, which are essential in the practice of acupuncture.

Meridian is the pathway where gi and blood travel along the superficial region

of the body. Meridians are divided into two attributes: one running vertically

throughout the body and a network of channels diverging from the meridians

and covering the body like a web. The 12 meridians, 12 channel divergences,

eight extraordinary vessels, 15 network vessels, 12 channel sinews and 12

cutaneous regions are all part of the meridian system. 

DongUiBoGam omits the 12 channel divergences and 12 cutaneous regions

and focuses on more essential information regarding the meridians,

extraordinary vessels, network vessels and channel sinews for acupuncture

and moxibustion treatments.

An acupoint is the location (hole) where the needle penetrates the skin. Thus,

the acupoint is like a hole in the path of energy flow. It is the gathering place of

the gi and blood of organs and meridians, and changes in the organs can be

detected by analyzing the acupoint. Giving stimulation by inserting the needle,

performing moxibustion or massaging the area can treat disorders of the body.

It is important to know the exact location of acupoints for acupuncture and

moxibustion treatments.

Regarding acupuncture treatment, DongUiBoGam explains nine types of

needles and their manufacture: the fire-heated technique, differences in the

practitioners' skill, tonification and sedation, ordinary technique and four other

techniques of grand needling, cross needling, scatter pricking and chicken's

claw needling. The book continues with contraindicated locations and the stem

and branch point selection method in a section on acupuncture techniques.

Regarding moxibustion, DongUiBoGam covers the use of mugwort, making

the moxa stick, igniting the moxa, the duration, placement and principles of the

moxa, and the use of moxibustion with several other herbs. 

A practitioner must pay attention when administering acupuncture and

moxibustion. According to the book, acupuncture and moxibustion are not

generally administered at the same time, and, depending on the individual

constitution of the patient, they may not be fit to receive the treatment. The

practitioner should examine the patient thoroughly before initiating the

treatment and needs to manage the prognosis after rendering the

acupuncture and moxibustion. Other important factors include the proper

areas and days for the treatment, as well as obeying the principles of

tonification and sedation. 


